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中文摘要 

 近幾十年，專業英語在英語教學越來越受到重視。而專業英語的教材像是學

術英文字表以及工程學英文字表也在教學以及研究上有許多貢獻。但是跟運動英

語相關的研究卻比較少。在籃球方面，美國職業籃球一直是最廣為人知且最受歡

迎的。台灣也有許多美國職籃的愛好者，他們喜歡看英語的直播比賽以及相關新

聞。但是大多數人所學的一般英文卻沒有包含像是籃板球這樣的籃球英語專業用

語，這使得他們在看英語直播比賽以及新聞時產生理解障礙。雖然市面上有些籃

球英語的教科書，但都是由作者們依照自己的經驗以及知識所編寫而成，而沒有

語料庫的輔助。鑒於此，本篇研究要以網路籃球英文語料庫來增進一本市售籃球

英語教材裡面的單字，片語及搭配詞的豐富度。 

 本研究首先借助網路語料庫技術建置約七千萬字的大型籃球英文相關語料

庫，語料庫的內容都來自網路上與籃球英語相關的文章。透過網路語料庫技術，

本研究接著再取出籃球英語語料庫中的高頻率單字及片語跟一本籃球英語教材

內的所有單字片語作比較。除了單字片語之外，本研究也挑選了一些籃球英語教

材以及籃球英語語料庫共同的單字，並比較其搭配詞的異同。 

在單字片語的比較方面，比較結果顯示出籃球英語語料庫中有許多和籃球英

語相關的高頻率單字以及片語並沒有收錄在籃球英語教科書中。而在共同單字的

搭配詞比較上。結果顯示網路籃球英語語料庫比籃球英語教材能提供更多搭配詞。

除了比較之外，本研究也整合了一份籃球英語字表及詞表以供參考。 

本研究不只期待能提供語料庫技術來增加籃球英語教材內容的豐富度，也希

望藉由所編撰的籃球英語字表及詞表來幫助想教授籃球英語給學生的教師以及

對籃球英語有興趣的自學者，讓他們不只能學習到市售教材的基本詞彙，也能藉

由本研究開拓籃球英語的視野。 

 

關鍵詞：專業英語、網路語料庫、籃球英語、詞彙表 
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Abstract 

In recent decades, ESP (English for Specific Purpose) has received more and 

more attention in TESOL. ESP teaching materials such as Coxhead‟s Academic Word 

List and Ward‟s Engineering Word List have contributed a lot to both pedagogy and 

research. However, few studies have been done on sports English. For basketball, 

NBA (National Basketball Association) is the most famous and popular league in the 

basketball filed in the world. Many Taiwanese basketball fans like to watch the live 

games broadcast in English. For people equipped with basic and general English 

competence, many technical terms and special usages like rebound often hinder their 

comprehension when watching English basketball games or related news. Though 

there are some teaching materials of basketball English like published books, those 

books are written by the authors‟ intuition and personal experience without the 

support of a robust corpus. The purpose of the present thesis is to use a specialized 

web basketball English corpus to enrich the lexical items and collocations in a 

basketball English published book. 

To have a robust foundation, this thesis built a web basketball English corpus 

with the help of Sketch Engine. The corpus contains about 70 million words. With the 

functions of concordance software Sketch Engine, the present study compared the 

high frequent phrases and words in the basketball English corpus with the words and 

phrases in the teaching material Fast Break. In addition, the current study also 

compared the collocations of common words between the teaching material and the 

web corpus.  

For the words and phrases comparison, results indicated that there were many 

high frequent words and phrases in the web corpus not included in the basketball 

English teaching material. For the collocation comparison, the current study found 

that web corpus can provide more collocates than the teaching material. The present 
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research also compiled a basketball English word list and phrase list based on the 

teaching material and the web basketball English corpus for reader‟s reference. 

 The findings of the present research are expected not only to benefit the 

basketball English teaching material by providing specialized web corpus as a way to 

enrich its content but also to offer helps to teachers who want to incorporate 

basketball English into their courses. People who want to learn basketball English by 

themselves can also refer to the present basketball English word list and phrase list to 

explore the basketball English. 

 

Key Words: ESP, Web Corpus, Basketball English, Lexical Item List 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

 As a global language, English has already received much attention from nations 

around the world (Crystal, 2003). Countries whose native language is not English all 

put lots of emphasis on the teaching of English. Take Taiwan for example, students 

have to learn English from elementary school education all the way to their college 

education. From the compulsory education, teachers focus on the teaching of general 

English. When students are in junior and senior high school, English courses are 

mainly designed to teach them the basic four skills, listening, speaking, reading and 

writing. The content is composed of basic general English. For example, students 

learn how to have daily conversation with others and how to read English articles of 

general genres to acquire knowledge. The vocabulary threshold in different periods of 

the education also differs. In junior high school, 1,200 most frequently used words are 

required to be taught. In senior high school, 4,000 most frequently used words are 

listed as the guide to develop all the high school text books and teaching materials. 

Even though students can learn a certain amount of vocabulary and sentence patterns, 

what they are taught is actually English for general usage. Under such educational 

condition, every student learns the same English. If they have specific needs when 

they want to pursue English of special knowledge, general English taught at school 

can‟t meet their needs. 

To solve this problem, learning English for specific purpose (ESP) comes to our 

aid. According to Anthony (2015), ESP has received more and more attention since 

1960s as a result of the economy and knowledge globalization. There are also more 

and more journals related to ESP such as English for Specific Purpose, The Asian ESP 
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Journal and the Taiwan International ESP Journal. Because of the effect of 

globalization and the development of academic field, more and more people are 

paying attention to ESP. This phenomenon is especially obvious in Asia. Chen (2011) 

mentioned that workers in some international companies really need the English skills 

in special areas to carry out their work. In addition, students also need to equip 

themselves with improved and specific English skills to go for advanced study and 

also cooperate with scholars from other countries. Aside from the abovementioned 

points, the development of ESP can also be found in the increasing number of 

colleges which provide students with MA programs in ESP (Anthony, 1998).For 

example, the University of Birmingham and Aston University in the UK all offer 

many ESP programs for MA students. Asia countries such as Japan also began to 

replace some general English courses with ESP courses like English for chemists 

(Anthony, 1998). In sum, ESP has received more and more attention during recent 

decades. 

In terms of the definition of ESP, it is often regarded as a field where teaching 

English and special knowledge are combined together. For instance, ESP includes 

business English, technical English, medical English, legal English, etc. Take 

engineering English for example, it is designed for engineers who pursue professional 

education, engineering knowledge and practice of designing materials, structures and 

systems of certain buildings through English. Engineering Wordlist (Ward, 2009) 

serves as a well-established teaching material which can empower the target students 

to be capable of gaining engineering English vocabulary knowledge. Nowadays, ESP 

can be seen in various forms to aid English learners. For example, ESP is taught in 

many universities and professional association of teaching English in the world. 

Educators also pay much attention to the course design of ESP classes. Take the 

business English class in many colleges for example, it can equip the students with 
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the professional business English knowledge for them to be able to communicate with 

business partners when they start working in the career market. With the help of 

modern technology, there are also applications in smart phones combining ESP to 

help learners enhance their ESP proficiency in a more convenient way. For instance, 

Civil Aviation is an app containing all kinds of aviation English terms created by 

Apple company for aviation professionals like pilots who want to improve their 

communication in the work environment.  

The abovementioned contributions of ESP bring lots of benefits to people who 

seek knowledge of a certain field in English. In terms of sports English, there are also 

some published books teaching football, basketball and baseball English. Especially 

interested in basketball, the present study aims to evaluate a basketball English 

teaching material with the help of corpus and concordancer. 

1.2 The Purpose of the Study 

National Basketball Association (NBA) was founded in 1946 in New York City, 

and it is also considered the best basketball league in the world. There is a large 

amount of audience watching NBA games, news and related reports. Famous star 

players such as Michael Jordan and Kobe Bryant all have already existed in the 

memory of numerous people. Many related products such as clothes, sneakers, books 

and video games are also prevalent among the world. Since all the games and news 

are all reported and broadcast in English, proper interpretation and translation works 

have to be done to make information understood by people who don‟t speak English.  

    Unavoidably, a great deal of first-hand news and rumors can‟t be fully delivered 

to the fans if there is no instant translation help or when the translation is not good 

enough. When watching the live games, fans will also have difficulty understanding 

what the players, the coaches, the anchors and the side line reporters talk about if they 
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don‟t know much about basketball English. Take the phrase shoot from downtown for 

example, many people will feel confused when they first hear the term because it 

actually means shoot the three point ball instead of shooting from the center of a city. 

Viewers whose native language is not English may have a hard time understanding 

the meaning of certain technical terms used in basketball English. Additionally, for 

people who are equipped only with basic English proficiency from compulsory 

education like junior high or senior high school English classes, various unique 

expressions in the live reports, game news and press conference accompanied by 

many technical terms may hinder their comprehension a lot especially when there is 

no interpreter on those occasions to do the instant translation work. Without fully 

understanding all the audio input in English, a perfect experience of enjoying NBA 

can never be complete. To solve this problem, a basketball English teaching material 

would be of great help.  

In fact, though there are few ESP studies which contribute to sports English, 

there are actually some books and teaching materials in the book markets and libraries 

related to the teaching of sports English. For example, there are books written to teach 

football English like Redmond & Warren’s Express Series English for Football: 

English for Football and there are also books combining NBA game news and 

teaching basketball English together such as Wu and Hsu‟s Fast Break. Rich as those 

books are, they are actually written based on the authors‟ experience and intuition, 

which are not objective enough.  

To make a robust ESP teaching material, how to develop it and what to be 

included in it are two very important issues to be considered. Considering the process 

about how to compile ESP teaching materials, most of the previous studies used 

corpus as their base to build their word lists and phrase lists. For instance, Coxhead 

(2000) established an academic English corpus to generate the Academic Word List. 
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Yang (2015) also created a nursing research article corpus to develop the Nursing 

Academic Word List. Martinez and Schmitt (2012) created a Phrasal Expression List 

based on BNC. In sum, a well-established ESP teaching material needs the strong 

support of a robust corpus.  

In terms of what to be included in the EPS teaching material, vocabulary 

knowledge is the main stream. In general, there are three forms, which are the word 

list, phrase list and collocation list. Those lists designed for specific purposes are 

significant not only in research but also in pedagogy. For example, The General 

Service List (West, 1953) has been useful when designing simple readers for 

ESL/EFL beginning learners while The Academic Word List (Coxhead, 2000) helps 

students to learn high frequent academic words for their study and research purpose. 

Ward (2009) created a Basic Engineering Word List to benefit those who are going to 

study engineering with low English proficiency. Aside from wordlists, Martinez and 

Schmitt (2012) also created a Phrasal Expression List to contribute to the teaching of 

multiword lexical items. In addition to ESP teaching materials of wordlist and phrase 

list, a further step was completed by Ackermann and Chen in 2013. In their study, 

they compiled an Academic Collocation List with an aim to help students to improve 

their collocation competence in the field of academic English. In conclusion, words, 

phrases and collocations all received attention in the previous ESP teaching materials. 

For basketball English, a robust basketball English teaching material Fast Break 

was published by Wu and Hsu in 2012 to aid Taiwanese basketball fans. The main 

purpose of the book is to help NBA fans in Taiwan to get the key to fully 

understanding and enjoying the game. There are some merits in the book Fast Break. 

In addition to words, the teaching material contains phrases and idioms since there are 

many kinds of formulaic expressions in basketball field and formulaic language is as 

important as individual words (Schmitt, 2010). Additionally, Duan & Qin (2012) also 
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pointed out the importance of collocation in English teaching and learning. In the 

teaching material, collocation is also included. Aside from vocabulary knowledge, 

Chinese translation is provided because even though lots of language teachers may 

not put emphasis on translation in language teaching, translation still plays an 

important role for learners when they learn a foreign language (e.g. Naiman etal, 1978; 

Marti Viano and Orquin, 1982; Politzer, 1983). To make the vocabulary knowledge 

more meaningful, the authors also provides example sentences because through the 

use of authentic materials, students will have the possibility to feel part of the reality 

and culture of the language they are learning (Piri & Gjinali, 2014). Given that the 

basketball English teaching material Fast Break has already had many rich contents, 

limitation still exists. That is the lack of support from a robust corpus. 

To develop a well-established vocabulary item list, a corpus is essential to serve 

as the data base, from which key words and phrases related to the specific field of 

knowledge can be generated. Reppen and Simpson (2002) indicated that corpus 

linguistics provides an extremely powerful tool for the analysis of natural language 

and can provide tremendous insights to see how language use varies in different 

situations. In terms of target words selection, frequency is an important criterion in 

West‟s General Service List (Howatt, 2004). With the help of web concordancer 

Sketch Engine, a website program that can build frequency lists, the present paper 

aims to develop a basketball English corpus based on the web pages. Furthermore, a 

word list, phrase lists and collocations will be generated from the web corpus to 

compare with the contents of the basketball English teaching material Fast Break. 

Additionally, the present study will also compile a basketball English word list and 

phrase list based on the current basketball English web corps and the book Fast 

Break. 
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1.3 Research Question 

To evaluate a well-established teaching material for basketball English, the 

present study built a corpus composed of basketball English on the web pages. 

Equipped with the functions and power of Sketch Engine, the current work aims to 

generate a word list, phrase lists and collocations from the web corpus to compare 

with the lexical item lists and collocations in the basketball English teaching material 

Fast Break. The main goal of the current study is to examine if the web corpus can 

benefit the teaching material to enrich its vocabulary, phrases and collocations. In sum, 

there are three research questions addressed in the present study: 

(1) Can a web basketball English corpus contribute to enrich the vocabulary of a 

basketball English teaching material? 

(2) Can a web basketball English corpus contribute to enrich the phrases of a 

basketball English teaching material? 

(3) Can a web basketball English corpus contribute to enrich the collocations of 

a basketball English teaching material? 
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CHAPTER TWO  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Previous literature has indicated that ESP teaching material can benefit learners 

and teachers in many ways. Equipped with the function of corpus and concordancer, 

words and phrases in the ESP teaching material can be generated in a more robust and 

objective way. Although there are ESP word lists and phrase lists in different fields 

like engineering and chemistry, no formal study has been conducted on sports English. 

In the literature review section, three areas of literature are reviewed. Section 2.1 

introduces the role of ESP corpus in teaching material design. Section 2.2 displays 

previous ESP word lists, phrase list and collocation list. Section 2.3 presents works 

and materials related to the teaching of sports English. Section 2.4 reviews published 

books teaching basketball English. In the end of section 2.4, a brief summary and 

limitation of the reviewed basketball English books will be provided. 

2.1 ESP Corpus 

 In section 2.1, the present study introduces two main types of corpus. The first 

one is corpus for general English which contains English text from various genres. 

BNC and COCA are examples of corpus of general English. The second one is corpus 

for specific purpose. This type of corpus was built often due to a specific need such as 

pedagogy and research. It contains text of specific English such as academic English 

and engineering English.  

2.1.1 Corpus for General English 

 A corpus may contain a wide variety of texts from different kinds of sources such 

as novels, newspaper, research articles, etc. Take the British National Corpus for 

example, it is a 100-million-word text corpus composed of written and 

spoken English from a wide range of sources. To be more specific, the corpus 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_corpus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_language
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contains British English of the late 20th century from many kinds of genres. The main 

merit of BNC is that it can be viewed as the representative sample of spoken and 

written British English of that time. Furthermore, BNC is a corpus of modern, 

naturally occurring language in the form of speech and written text (see Wikipedia, 

2016). With the help of computer, it can be further analyzed. As a corpus readable by 

computers, BNC contributes to pave the way for automatic search and processing in 

the field of corpus linguistics. A main reason why BNC stands out from existing 

corpora is that it opens up the data not just for the use of academic research, but to 

commercial and educational uses as well. 

 In addition to BNC, the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) is 

also a very large freely-available corpus. The context, however, is mainly from 

American English. According to Wikipedia (2016), COCA was created by Mark 

Davies, a professor of Corpus Linguistics at Brigham Young University. It is probably 

the general English corpus that is used most. The main strength of COCA is that it 

contains more than 520 million words of text and it is equally divided among spoken, 

fiction, popular magazines, newspapers, and academic texts. For spoken texts, it 

includes transcripts of unscripted conversation from nearly 150 different TV and radio 

programs. For fiction texts, it contains short stories, plays and movie scripts. For 

popular magazines, about 100 different kinds of magazines such as news, health, 

home and gardening, women's, financial, religion, and sports are included. In the 

section of newspaper, ten newspapers from across the US are all included. For 

academic texts, there are nearly 100 different peer-reviewed journals  

Rich as BNC and COCA are, they still have some limitations. For example, they 

include texts of general English usage. However, the range of the content is so wide 

that it can‟t narrow down and focus on a certain type of text such as engineering, 

nursing or sports English. For example, the phrase point guard, an important and very 
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frequently used phrase in basketball English, does not appear in BNC. Additionally, 

the word layup which is very often used in basketball English only appears for 1 time 

in the BNC. Therefore, a study which wants to do research on a specific area will 

have difficulty gaining enough rich information in a general English corpus. In terms 

of basketball English, there is for sure a certain amount of coverage in a general 

English corpus. Nevertheless, it is not rich enough. For instance, there are lots of texts 

existing on various web pages nowadays. Those valuable texts cannot all be included 

in BNC and COCA. People who want to lean more English vocabulary knowledge on 

such a specific genre may have difficulty reaching all the essential words and phrases 

of the field in a large general English corpus like BNC and COCA. Therefore, 

forming a user-oriented corpus for specific purpose is still necessary if there are 

special needs for learning English and educational research. 

2.1.2 Corpus for Specific Purpose 

 To meet the special needs of learning a certain kind of English, there are many 

English for specific corpora having been created. West (1953) built a corpus of 5 

millions words with the needs of ESL/EFL learners in mind. In the end, he selected 

2000 most widely used words from the corpus. Thanks to the corpus, a General 

Service List was created and it contributed a lot to ESL and EFL beginning learners. 

The list could benefit beginning English learners because a person who understands 

all of the 2,000 words on the list and their related families would make sense of 

approximately 90 to 95 percent of colloquial speech and 80 to 85 percent of common 

written texts. The list can also benefit writers who want to compile simple readers for 

beginning English learners. 

 Coxhead (2000) also created a corpus of 3.5 million words. The text of 

Coxhead‟s corpus came only from academic resources. From the academic corpus, 
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Coxhead selected 570 word families to form the Academic Word List. The 570 words 

only account for 10% of the total words in academic text but only 1.4 % of the total 

words in a fiction collection of the same size. This difference in coverage means the 

list contains predominately academic words. The Academic Word List was mainly 

used by teachers as part of a material for learners pursuing college education. 

 In terms of the advantages of building a user oriented corpus on English teaching 

and learning, there are also many studies worthy of our attention. Charles (2012) 

conducted a research showing us that even students who practiced academic writing 

could benefit from the corpus they constructed on their own. In the research, students 

found it easy to build their academic corpus. The size was relatively small which only 

contained 15 academic research articles. However, most of the students reported that 

even small size corpus like theirs helped their academic writing a lot. Additionally, 

those participants also mentioned that they like to analyze the corpus and found the 

corpus a valuable tool for their academic writing. 

 Wu (2014) designed a study to look at the merit of building ESP corpus to 

motivate technical college students to learn English for specific purpose. First, corpus 

building skill was explored. Second, it aimed to find out the way to simplify ESP 

courses through corpus building. Third, the study also did evaluation of ESP courses. 

According to the study, ESP courses have been developed and offered in Taiwan‟s 

technical colleges for a long time. Nevertheless, a large number of students and 

teachers are not satisfied with the academic achievement and outcome. Despite the 

fact that ESP corpus building is often used for advanced English learners, the target 

technical college students‟ English proficiency is generally low in this study. 

Therefore, teaching an ESP course to those students can be full of difficulties. After 

implementing some tutorials on how to build ESP corpus to students and learners, the 

researcher found that building and making good use of a specialized corpus based on 
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learners‟ needs can benefit classroom learners a lot. Teachers can build their own 

corpora to help learners select target words based on their English proficiency. This 

way, they can manage to overcome learning difficulties when acquiring ESP 

vocabulary.  

After realizing that ESP corpus can be useful in many ways, it is suggested that 

ESP corpus be implemented in language teaching, learning and material design. 

Tough as the building of the corpus may sound, it is actually doable with the aid of 

modern technology. Even students can build and analyze their own corpus to help 

their study. For the next section, the combination of corpus and ESP lexical item list 

will be further discussed. 

2.2 ESP Teaching Material 

 Section 2.2 introduces different types of ESP teaching material. There are three 

types of ESP teaching material introduced in this section, which are word list, phrase 

list and collocation list. One common characteristic shared by all the reviewed ESP 

teaching materials is that they are built based on corpus. 

2.2.1 Studies on ESP Word List 

 Yang (2015) conducted a study which aimed to discover the most frequent 

nursing academic words. To accomplish the goal, he built a corpus of about one 

million words. The content of the corpus was composed of nursing research articles. It 

was called the Nursing Research Article Corpus (NRAC). After analyzing the corpus, 

a nursing academic word list was generated with 676 word families. As for the 

frequency criterion, word forms had to occur at least 33 times in the entire NRAC. 

The main reason was that there were only one million words in the NRAC corpus. 

Compared with Coxheads‟ corpus with 3,500,000 words, it has only about one third of 
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the number of words of Coxheads‟ corpus. Thus, the frequency criterion was 

downsized to 33 times compared to Coxheads‟ 100 times. The word list benefited 

many groups of people in the nursing area including graduate students, English for 

Nursing Purpose teachers, material designers and researchers. First of all, the nursing 

academic corpus could serve as a reference for material designers. When designing an 

ESP course, the author could also refer to the word families in the list. Second, this 

academic nursing word list could help EFL students who were interested in nursing to 

be familiar with those key vocabulary items in a more efficient way. With the help of 

the nursing academic word list, students who wanted to major in nursing would feel 

more at ease when they read and write nursing academic vocabulary. In sum, Yang‟s 

nursing academic word list is beneficial to the target students in many ways.  

 In one study conducted by Wang, Liang and Ge (2008), they developed a 

medical academic word list based on a corpus of medical research articles (RAs). The 

corpus contained 1093011 running words which all came from medical research 

articles in Science Direct Online. At length, the study built the Medical Academic 

Word List (MAWAL) including 623word families, which accounted for 12.24% of the 

word tokens in the medical research article corpus. The coverage of the medical 

academic vocabulary in the RAs is so wide that it is proven that the MAWAL plays a 

very important role in helping learners comprehend medical academic articles. There 

are many ways the MAWAL can be applied to pedagogy. For example, it can be 

regarded as a guide for instructors when they have to prepare for medicine-related 

curriculum. If teachers want to design course materials for medical academic 

vocabulary, they can also refer to the study to get more information. Medical English 

learners can also benefit a lot from the MAWAL if they want to reach a certain goal in 

terms of the medical English vocabulary size. 

 Valipouri & Nassaji (2013) did a corpus-based study of academic vocabulary in 
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chemistry research articles. There are two main purposes of this corpus-based study. 

The first one is to build an academic English chemistry word list from chemistry 

research articles while the second is to compare the chemical word list with the salient 

words in Academic Word List and General Service List. The corpus compiled in this 

study includes 1185 chemistry research articles (CRAC), which has about 4 million 

words. Four chemistry subjects (analytical, organic, inorganic, and 

physical/theoretical chemistry) are included in those research articles. Eventually, the 

study chose 1400 academic word families which frequently appeared in the corpus to 

form the Chemistry Academic Word List (CAWL). In terms of the comparison with 

AWL and GSL, the analysis indicates that 327 of the 570 word families in AWL 

occurred frequently in CRAC, which also accounts for 9.6% of the tokens in the 

chemistry corpus. In addition, there are about 390 word families found to have high 

degree of frequency in CRAC. Those words roughly take up 27.85% of the word 

families in CAWL. However, those word families are not listed in GSL and AWL. 

Such findings implicates that a specialized vocabulary item list in chemistry domain 

needs to be discussed. 

 A basic engineering word list was built by Ward in 2009. This word list aims to 

help learners who are going to study engineering through English. For those students, 

they may have learned English from junior high school. They can understand some 

general English words and phrases. However, if they are going to major in 

engineering-related department in college, they may have a hard time understanding 

their text book of engineering materials since there are many technical terms which 

they can‟t acquire from high school English class. To solve this problem, this paper 

presents an original solution. After forming the engineering corpus (EC) of 250000 

words, the study collected 299 words of basic engineering English into the basic 

engineering English word list (BEL). Teachers can teach the BEL to learners who are 
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beginning to pursue their university education in engineering. The list is actually a 

very easy work for learners who haven‟t acquired engineering English before. Short 

as BEL is, it has some advantages. For example, it is non-technical. Moreover, it 

covers a wide range of engineering textbooks and can provide learners with an easy 

pave to understanding those texts better. 

 Liu & Han (2015) conducted a study about environmental academic word list 

building. This study discusses if it is necessary to create a field-specific 

academic word lists. In addition, it also aims to establish the criteria of compilation 

and the validity test for a field-specific academic word list. The three aspects 

mentioned above are experimented based on an environmental science corpus. The 

results indicate that the Academic Word List (Coxhead, 2000) is not very useful for 

environmental science learners since the coverage of some word families is not wide 

enough and thus can‟t include certain environmental academic words. As a result, 

building a field-specific word list for specialized purpose is considered necessary. 

Furthermore, Liu and Han‟s study also establishes the first academic word list for 

environmental science. It is called the environmental academic word list (EAWL). 

The list‟s main function is to help environmental science learners to learn the key 

words of environmental academic English so they will understand related academic 

articles more easily. 

Hsu (2013) developed a business word list in order to help EFL business 

postgraduate students. The paper also described the motivation and process of 

building a business word list (BWL).The word list was constructed based on a corpus 

of 7.62 million words. The resource of the corpus came from 2,200 business research 

articles (RAs).There were about 20 business related subjects among those articles. In 

order to reach 95% lexical coverage to make sense of the academic texts, 426 of the 

most frequently occurring word families in the corpus were chosen at length. Those 
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words accounted for 5.66% of the tokens in the business research articles in the study. 

If there are students who are interested in pursuing further study on business, the 

business word list provides assistance for learners to have better understanding of the 

specialized content in academic research. In addition, teachers who teach English for 

business purpose can raise their students‟ awareness of the words that are commonly 

used in the business genre. This way, students who are not English major can have a 

richer language experience to serve as a stepping stone for their study. 

2.2.2 Studies on ESP Phrase List and Collocation List 

In addition to words, Martinez and Schmitt (2012) created a phrasal expression 

list based on BNC to raise the attention of the teaching of multiword lexical items. 

Corpus research contributes to lots of beneficial findings in language teaching. One of 

them is formulaic language. According to Wray (2008), formulaic language is a 

sequence of words combined together, but it has the same function as individual word 

which means that formulaic language also has a fixed meaning. In the phrasal 

expression list, 505 phrasal expressions are included. One important merit is that the 

phrase list points out the importance of formulaic language and it benefits people who 

are interested in doing research related to formulaic language. 

Aside from word and phrase, Ackermann and Chen (2013) completed a further 

step by compiling an academic collocation list. The academic collocation list was 

compiled from a Pearson International Corpus of Academic English (PICAE). The 

corpus was about 25 million words. Eventually, the list included 2,468 most frequent 

and pedagogically relevant collocations which were considered to be able to benefit 

and help EAP teachers and students. Having the cross-disciplinary collocations which 

are very essential, the academic collocation list is a very useful tool for learners to 

improve their competence of collocation. In addition, their proficiency in academic 
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English will be enhanced with proper use of the academic collocation list. On top of 

that, EAP teachers can also make good use of the ACL when they are planning their 

lessons.  

2.2.3 Summary of Previous ESP Teaching Material 

After reviewing some studies, it can be seen that creating ESP vocabulary 

teaching material is beneficial to research and pedagogy in many ways. Many of the 

word lists mentioned above contain words in specific field and benefit target learners 

a lot. There are also phrase list and collocation list raising people‟s attention to phrase 

teaching and collocation knowledge. As shown in Table 1, each ESP vocabulary 

teaching material reviewed in the second chapter has its merits. Every work has its 

focus. Some focus on words while others may put emphasis on phrases and 

collocations. No matter what their focuses are, those vocabulary items are all derived 

from corpus. Corpus can help the building of vocabulary items become more robust 

and well established because there is a large amount of concrete authentic text serving 

as the foundation. In the next section, the current study is going to narrow down the 

area of ESP to sports English. Not only research articles but also books related to 

sports English will be reviewed. 

Table 1 : Merits of the reviewed ESP teaching materials. 

 Words Phrases  Collocation Corpus 

Based 

Nursing Academic Word List ✓   ✓ 

Medical Academic Word List ✓   ✓ 

Chemical Academic Word List ✓   ✓ 

Engineering Word List ✓   ✓ 
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Environmental Academic Word List ✓   ✓ 

Business Word List ✓   ✓ 

Phrasal Expression List  ✓  ✓ 

Academic Collocation List   ✓ ✓ 

2.3 Sports English as ESP Teaching Material 

 In this section, the present study will address the issue of sports English as ESP 

teaching material. First, a study about the influence of sports English on college 

students was reviewed. Second, some published books for sports English were 

reviewed. 

2.3.1 Impact of Sports English Teaching Material on Students 

Kai (2012) did a study to investigate the influence of sports English teaching 

materials on college students‟ English learning motivation. According to the author‟s 

observation, there is a huge difference in terms of English proficiency in National 

Taiwan Sport University, where non-athlete students outperform athlete students in 

English. The athletes in Taiwan tend to be poor at English because of many reasons. 

For example, they didn‟t get the sense of achievement in junior and senior high school 

which led to their lack of confidence in English. Therefore, they become less 

motivated when they have to learn English in college. Based on a questionnaire 

survey done in 2009, more than three-fourths of the athlete students in National 

Taiwan Sports University were not interested in learning English by using English 

textbooks with general English content. In order to solve the problem, the researcher 

did some changes to the materials of the textbook. Certain ESP materials like sports 

English and fitness-related English were included into the original textbook. Two 
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freshman classes served as the control group and experimental group in the study. The 

former used the original material with the standardized English text book while the 

latter used the revised material where ESP materials such as sports English were 

included. The outcome of the study revealed significant difference in the post-class 

test. The class using English-for-sports-purposes materials scored 9.8 points (total 100 

points) higher than the class using original textbooks. Generally speaking, students in 

the experimental group showed much higher motivation than the students in the 

control group. In brief, the research suggests that sports English be applied to 

low-achievers‟ English classes to enhance their motivation to learn English. 

2.3.2 Published Books for Sports English 

Published in 2013 in Taiwan, Huang‟s Sports English (運動英語) is actually a 

course material combining ESP and various sports together. The original purpose of 

this book is to help students who study in sports related department to enhance their 

English proficiency about sports. It can serve as a course material for one semester. 

Eight chapters are included in this book. Each chapter mainly talks about one sport. In 

brief, there are baseball, basketball, tennis, golf, cycling, triathlon, swimming and 

Olympics. For each sport, the author introduces the English of a certain sport 

equipment, rules, techniques and scoring terms. For example, the English of all parts 

of a bicycle are introduced in the cycling chapter and many interesting terms about 

scoring in tennis such as love standing for zero point are also listed in the book. It also 

includes some reading materials of stories about famous sportsmen like Lance 

Armstong. In addition, there is also an additional practice part at the end of each 

chapter for teachers and learners‟ reference. The practice includes a dialogue, 

vocabulary practice, reading comprehension and questions, basic sentence pattern 

practice and application.  
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Overall, this book is very rich in terms of its topic variety since many kinds of 

sports are included. However, it does not narrow down enough to focus on a certain 

sport. For one sport, the coverage is roughly about ten pages. Additionally, there are 

few example sentences to demonstrate how a certain vocabulary item is used. 

Learners can‟t have a thorough understanding of one sport English by just reading this 

book.  

In Yu‟s Go Yard with Sports English(運動英語紅不讓) published in 2008, there 

are many kinds of sports English discussed including baseball, basketball, boxing, 

football, trackfield, tennis, golf, racing and horsing. For each sport mentioned above, 

the book lists about 50 idioms. Instead of only providing Chinese translation, there are 

also detailed explanation and example sentences for readers to have better 

comprehension of a certain idiom. For example, the idiom trash talk means the 

offensive language spoken between players to get others angry. Along with the 

Chinese translation and the detailed explanation, one example sentence is also 

provided: “Our team successfully trash-talked their leading scorer into throwing a 

punch and getting ejected from the game.” On top of the idiom part, the book has a 

diction part for baseball, basketball and tennis. Take basketball for example, there are 

about 270 vocabulary items included. For each word or phrase, Chinese translation 

and explanation are included. At the end of the book, the author also selected some 

pieces of news as teaching materials for some phrases and words.  

In general, the book is rich because it includes the idioms and words of many 

sports. However, there is no example sentence in the diction part and the book does 

not teach collocation use to learners. If learners want to know how to use a certain 

vocabulary item, they will have a hard time using it correctly in a sentence without the 

instruction of collocation. 
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 Redmond and Warren (2014) wrote a book named Oxford Express Series : 

English for Football. The author of the book is a big football fan. After compiling this 

book, he tried to teach football English to potential learners like football fans and 

football players. Furthermore, he also aimed to teach the important English 

vocabulary and terminology used in football field. According to the author, football 

has its special lexicon different from general English. Expressions like drop deep and 

hold the ball up are crucial terms not only for players to understand during a match 

but also for football fans to communicate with each other while watching and talking 

about the game.  

With the help of the book, teachers can teach football English to their students or 

football fans can also learn the phrasal verbs which are divided based on frequency. In 

addition, the book also provides and clearly illustrates the situation for a specific 

vocabulary item. For example, the book demonstrates that mark up is the term that 

people will hear from a goalkeeper when he is defending corners and free-kicks. 

Additionally, it also includes some exercises for students to practice in order to get 

familiar with those professional terms. 

In sum, this book is useful not only for professional footballers but also for 

people fond of watching football. 

2.4 Basketball English as ESP Teaching Material 

 In this section, the present study narrows down the field from sports English to 

basketball English. First, published books for basketball English will be reviewed. 

Second, the present study lists the strength and weakness of the published books of 

basketball English. Though all the books have their merits, one disadvantage shared 

by the published books is the lack of support from corpus.  
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2.4.1 Published Books for Basketball English 

 Lee and Sien, two professors in I-shou university, compiled the book 英文烹小

鮮-美國職籃 in Taiwan. The book was published in 2014. The content of this book is 

composed of two hundred English sentences which come from NBA basketball news. 

For each sentence, Chinese translation and some vocabulary items are provided. 

What‟s more, there is a grammar teaching section below to teach some grammatical 

knowledge to the learners. For example, in the sentence “I have no idea why that was 

called an offensive foul.”, the author gives the Chinese translation of offensive foul 

and later on explains what the subject, object and subject complement are in that 

sentence.  

 The major advantage of this book is that it can help low proficiency English 

learners to learn English grammar explicitly by motivating them with sentences from 

NBA news. It also includes some basketball English words and phrases. However, 

there are not many basketball English vocabulary items mentioned in the study. 

Collocation is also not taught in the book. 

 Published in 2012 in Taiwan, Wu and Hsu‟s Fast Break (快攻 NBA 籃球英文全

解) was a book written as a complete guide to NBA basketball English. The book was 

divided into six parts, including the introduction to NBA history, basketball rules, 

basketball jargon, basketball play-by-play, and basketball news.  

 In the first part, it introduces the history of NBA. For people who don‟t know 

much about the league, they can learn information related to all the 30 teams in the 

league. In addition, this part also explains how the league works like when a new 

regular season starts, and how the whole season is carried out.  

In the second part, the book introduces some famous basketball players and some 

awards in the league. Roughly after reading this part, readers would have the basic 
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knowledge of some basketball stars and some important awards for basketball players. 

 In the third part, basketball rules, players‟ positions, tactics and stats are included 

and introduced. For example, there is a clear picture displaying the whole basketball 

court and all the lines to further explain how the game is played on the court. In 

addition, this part also displays all the basketball rules which allow people to become 

familiar with the game.  

In part four, readers could get to know the jargons related to basketball skills 

such as lay-up and jump shot. On top of that, there are also pictures of referee‟s 

signals to make people know the meanings of referee‟s gestures. Furthermore, this 

part also introduces some basketball related supplies such as ankle stabilizer and 

mouth guard. For some jargons, this part provides example sentences for readers‟ 

reference. 

In the fifth part, readers could know how the game is reported by looking at the 

play-by-play. The sixth part of the book displays some basketball news for readers 

who want to know more about the league. 

In sum, the book is very rich since it includes lots of information about 

basketball English. The authors include words, phrases and some collocations in the 

book. Moreover, it also has Chinese translation for every English term. Many colorful 

pictures are also displayed to assist readers‟ comprehension. Therefore, the present 

study chose this book as the target for a corpus-based evaluation. With the help from 

corpus and concordancer, the present study aims to explore if there is still room for 

improvement for this book to enrich its lexical items coverage and collocations of 

basketball English.   

2.4.2 Summary of the Books Related to Basketball English and Limitation 

 After reviewing some published books of teaching basketball English, it is 
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obvious that they all have their pros and cons. Some books contain game news and 

many vocabulary items while others include even grammar teaching and sentence 

patterns into the books. As shown in Table 2, the merits of each reviewed book related 

to basketball English teaching are illustrated. 

Table 2 : Merits of books teaching basketball English. 

 words phrases example 

sentence 

collocation Chinese 

translation 

corpus 

based 

 

英文烹小

鮮-美國職

籃 

✓ ✓ ✓  ✓  

Go Yard 

with Sports 

English 

(運動英語

紅不讓) 

✓ ✓ ✓  ✓  

Fast Break 

(快攻 NBA

籃球英文) 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

 According to Table 2, three books teaching basketball English all have their 

strengths. They teach the target learners some technical terms for basketball English. 

Among them, Fast Break is the most robust one. In general, words, phrases, 

collocation, example sentences and Chinese translation are covered in Fast Break. 

Rich as the basketball English teaching material is, there are still limitations which 

leave some room for improvement. The books published were compiled and written 

based on authors‟ personal experience and intuition. To be more straightforward, they 
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may know a lot about basketball English and can put them into their books based on 

what they have learned and what they have known. However, personal learning 

experience is not rich and objective enough compared to a well-established corpus full 

of a large amount of authentic text. 

 In order to provide a suggestion to overcome the limitations, the present study 

aims to make an evaluation of the most robust published basketball English teaching 

material Fast Break. To conduct the evaluation, the present work will build a large 

corpus of basketball English and use the concordancer Sketch Engine and item 

comparison tool Venny to complete the further analysis. 
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CHAPTER THREE  

METHOD 

In chapter three, the methodology applied in the present study will be illustrated, 

which includes the building process of the present basketball English corpus, the tool 

to analyze the corpus and the process of comparing between the web basketball 

English corpus and the basketball English teaching material Fast Break. In section 3.1, 

detailed process and information about developing the basketball English corpus are 

presented. As for section 3.2, the web concordancer tool Sketch Engine and the 

functions used to analyze the corpus will be introduced. In section 3.3, the process 

and the tool applied to conduct the lexical items comparison between the web corpus 

and the teaching material will be mentioned. 

3.1 Development of the Basketball English Corpus 

 Over the past ten years, corpora of language data have started to play an 

increasingly important role in determining how languages are taught (Coniam, 2004). 

In terms of the development of a robust corpus, the organization of the corpus and its 

size are important issues to be considered (e.g. Biber,1993; Sinclair, 1991). To 

organize the basketball English corpus, the present study adopted Sketch Engine to do 

the texts collection job. The following paragraphs will introduce how a corpus of 

basketball English is formed through the help of the concordancer Sketch Engine.  

 For linguists, lexicographers, translators, students and teachers, sketch engine is 

a very useful tool because it can help them look for language information of more 

than 80 languages. Organizations related to language such as publishers, universities, 

translators, translation agencies and national language institutes worldwide can also 

take advantage of sketch engine. Equipped with multi-billion words corpora of 
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authentic text, Sketch Engine can identify the language use of what is frequent, 

typical and rare. Furthermore, Sketch Engine will also present the results in a format 

that is easy to understand. What‟s more, parts of speech and grammatical categories 

will also be displayed for users to look up specific word combinations or grammatical 

structures. 

 To help user construct a corpus, Sketch Engine has a unique tool which will help 

users collect relevant texts from the web. The tool is called WebBootCaT. It can 

download text data from the internet. Moreover, those data are deduplicated and 

cleaned. To obtain high-quality text material, spam text or non-text is eliminated. The 

user can specify the topic area which should be covered by one of the three options 

mentioned below. The first one is providing some typical words defining the topic 

(seed words), the second one is providing a list of URLs which should be downloaded 

and the third one is downloading a complete website. Since basketball related web 

pages may come from many kinds of web sites, the present paper decided to adopt the 

first option, providing typical words for the WebBootCat to search for the related texts 

on the web pages. 

As shown in Figure 1, we can see WebBootCat on the left side of the home page 

after logging into Sketch Engine. Clicking the WebBootCat, we can see the interface 

below. As illustrated in Figure 2, the process is demonstrated step by step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/user-guide/user-manual/word-sketch/
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First, after entering the name of the corpus in the top blank, the language of the 

text can be chosen to decide which text are going to be collected. Thus, the present 

study chose English as the language of the text. Then, the current research typed 

words and phrases related to basketball English such as dunk and rebound into the 

seed words space. The criterion for choosing seed words is the degree of 

representativeness. For example, point guard, dunk and scorer are very representative 

of basketball. Equipped with those seed words, WebBootCat would go into the 

internet to download all the web pages containing the target seed words. As shown in 

Figure 1 : The home page of Sketch Engine. 

Figure 2 : The interface of getting seed words. 
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Figure 3, some web pages WebBootCat collected from the internet are listed. Most of 

them are from sports related web sites such as nba.com and espn.com. 

 

Figure 3 : The web sites found by WebBootCat. 

After collecting the web pages from the internet, all the texts on the web pages 

were saved into the basketball English corpus. The more seed words we enter, the 

more related web pages WebBootCat can help us collect from the internet. As for the 

present study, about 73,854,000 words of text related to basketball English were 

collected from the web after entering 202 seed words. The present study presents the 

202 seed words in Appendix A. As shown in Figure 4, a basketball English corpus 

was created in the end. 
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3.2 Analyzing the Corpus 

Given that a corpus is founded, however, it is virtually useless without a tool to 

process and display it (Anthony, 2005). As a result, this study chose the web 

concordancer Sketch Engine as the corpus analysis tool. Sketch Engine, a corpus 

manager and analysis software, was developed by Lexical Computing Limited since 

2003. Its main purpose is to help people study language behavior to search large text 

collections based on various and linguistically motivated queries. Sketch Engine got 

its name mainly due to one of the key features, word sketches. The main functions of 

word sketches include one-page, automatic, corpus-derived summaries of a word's 

grammatical and collocation behavior. In the following paragraphs, main functions of 

Sketch Engine adopted in the present study will be introduced. 

1. Word List Tool 

In terms of word selection, frequency plays an important role. Nation‟s book in 

press(2003) and West (1953) indicated that words occur more frequently are better for 

learners to study compared with words which occur infrequently. In Coxhead‟s 

Figure 4 : The place where user‟s corpus is built. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word_sketch
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Academic Word List, members of a word family have to appear for 100 times in 3.5 

million words. The idea of word family is the base form of a word plus its inflected 

forms and derived forms made from affixes. In English language, inflections include 

third person -s, -ed, -ing, plural -s, possessive -s, comparative -er and superlative -est. 

Affixes includes -able, -er, -ish, -less, -ly, -ness, -th, -y, non-, un-, -al, -ation, -ess, -ful, 

-ism, -ist, -ity, -ize, -ment and in-(See Wikipedia, 2016). The concept is that a base 

word and its inflected forms support the same core meaning, and can be considered 

learned words if a learner knows both the base word and the affix (Hirsh and Nation, 

1992). To deal with the frequency issue, Sketch Engine‟s word list tool can generate a 

list of all types of words that appear in the corpus. Furthermore, those words are 

sorted by frequency. With the help of the word list tool, researchers can have a clear 

view to see all the words and its frequency in the corpus. As shown in Figure 5, an 

example of the word list generated by Sketch Engine is presented. Words are ranked 

from the most frequent one to the least. For example, the most frequent word in the 

present corpus is determiner the. Rank number 25, which is the word frequently used 

in Basketball English games and related news, is the word points. 

 

Figure 5 : Word list tool. 

2. N-Gram Tool 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base_word
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The same function of the word list can also be applied to phrases, which can also  

be called n-grams. The phrase more often than not is a 4-gram, as soon as is a 3-gram 

and take off is a 2-gram. Based on the number put in the n, the tool can generate a list 

of all possible combination and then sort them by frequency. The present study 

includes 2-gram list, 3-gram list and 4-gram list. As shown in Figure 6, a list of 

3-grams is illustrated. For example, the most frequent 3 gram is one of the which is 

not related to basketball. However, the eleventh 3 gram from the field is a phrase used 

very often in basketball English. 

 

Figure 6 : N-gram tool. 

3. Concordance Tool 

The concordance tool can help users see all the original context where the target  

vocabulary items and phrases appear. As shown in Figure 7, an example of the word 

points in the view of concordance tool is presented. With the help of concordance tool, 

users of Sketch Engine can see the surrounding contexts of a certain word. From the 

eighth sentence “Curry collected 23 points in his final round,” it can be inferred that 

points in basketball often mean the score instead of certain spots. This concordance 

tool can help language researchers learners know more about a word‟s behavior, its 
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meaning and how it is often used in a sentence. 

 

Figure 7 : Concordance tool. 

4. Original File View Tool 

The original file view tool can provide the user with a chance to go deeper to see  

the original context. According to Hornby (1950), context is an important factor in 

language learning, capable of enhancing learning interest and efficiency. Lave and 

Wenger (1991) also suggested that knowledge needs to be presented in an authentic 

context that would normally involve the knowledge. As shown in Figure 8, sketch 

engine will generate a list of outcome after entering the phrase three pointers. Instead 

of only browsing the concordance, users can also click the original file link at the left 

side. Then, the address of the original file will appear at the bottom. After clicking it, 

researchers can go to the original web page to see how the phrase three pointers 

works in the context of NBA game news. As shown in Figure 9, users can see the 

original context of the basketball news more clearly after checking the original web 

pages. 
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Figure 8 : File view tool. 

 

 

Figure 9 : Original web page. 
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5. Word Sketch Tool 

The word sketch tool in Sketch Engine provides the users with a view to see a 

word‟s collocations. As shown in Figure 10, the collocation combinations of the 

word ball are illustrated. With the help of the word sketch tool, we can know what 

words could be modifiers of ball, what nouns and verbs can be modified by ball 

and what word can be the verbs of ball. According to the figure, there are jump 

ball, loose ball and ground ball in basketball English. Ball can also act as a noun 

modifier such as ball handler and ball movement. 

 

Figure 10 : Word sketch tool. 

3.3 Comparing the Web Corpus with the Teaching Material  

 After introducing all the useful functions of the concordancer, the following part 

is going to explain how the comparison between the present corpus and the teaching 

material is carried out. Words, phrases and collocation are all included in the 

comparison process of the present study. In addition, the comparison tool for lexical 
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items Venny 2.1 will also be introduced. 

3.3.1 Criteria to Generate Word List and Phrase List 

    After building the present Basketball English Corpus, the present work also 

scanned the book so that the comparison work can be done on computer. After the 

scanning work was finished, the present study found that there were about 16,000 

English words in the teaching material. For the sake of convenience and further 

analysis, the text of the published book Fast Break was also uploaded to Sketch 

Engine. Then, word list, phrase lists were generated with the help of Sketch Engine. 

Frequency plays an important role to determine which words and phrases will be 

selected. In Coxhead‟s academic English corpus, there are about 3.5 million words. 

He set the criterion that a word had to appear for 100 times to be worth attention. That 

is about 28 times per million words. Wang‟s nursing academic word list which 

contains about 100 million words also followed Coxhead‟s criterion when selecting 

the nursing academic words. In the present web basketball English corpus, there are 

around 70 million words. As shown in Table 3, the present study set a criteria to 

choose certain number of types of words and phrases from the teaching material and 

the web corpus to do the comparison work. 

Table 3 : Criteria to Select Lexical Items from the Web Corpus and the Teaching 

Material. 

 Teaching Material Web Corpus  

word all the 2,880 types the most frequent 6,000 types 

2 gram all the 1,576 types the most frequent 3,000 types 

3 gram all the 896 types the most frequent 2,000 types 

4 gram all the 471 types the most frequent 1,000 types 

For the teaching material, there are 16,000 tokens of words in total and 2,880 

types of words. The present study selected all types of words in the book. From the 

web corpus, the present study selected the most frequently appearing 6,000 types of 
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words to compare with the 2,880 types of words in the book. For 2 gram, the present 

study selected all the 1576 types of 2 grams in the teaching material. In the web 

corpus, the most frequently appearing 3,000 types of 2 grams were selected. For 3 

gram, the present study selected all the 896 types of 3 grams in the teaching material. 

In the web corpus, the most frequently appearing 2,000 types of 3 grams were 

selected. For 4 gram, the present study included all 471 types of 4 grams in the 

teaching material. In the web corpus, the most frequently appearing 1,000 types of 4 

grams were selected. The current study chose more types of lexical items from the 

web corpus to compare with the teaching material because the total amount of words 

in the web corpus is much larger than the amount of words in the published book. 

After the word lists and phrase lists were generated, the present work utilized the 

item comparison tool Venny 2.1 to explore the similarity and difference between the 

lexical item lists of the web basketball English corpus and the basketball English 

teaching material. 

3.3.2 Word and Phrase Lists Comparison Tool Venny 2.1 

 The merit of Venny2.1 is that it can provide the users with a diagram and a table 

to explore the difference and similarity between two lists or among up to four lists. As 

shown in Figure 11, the interface of Venny 2.1 is presented. On the left hand side of 

the figure are four columns where lists can be put in. On the right hand side of the 

figure, there is the diagram that can show the difference and similarity of the lists.  
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Figure 11 : Interface of Venny 2.1. 

 

As shown in Figure 12, there is an example of using Venny 2.1 to compare two 

lists of lexical items. List 1 includes 7 actors‟ names and they are Marilyn Monroe, 

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jack Nicholson, Barbra Streisand, Robert de Niro, Dean 

Martin and Harrison Ford. List 2 includes 6 singers‟ names and they are Freddy 

Mercury, Barbra Streisand, Dean Martin, Ricky Martin, Celine Dion and Marilyn 

Monroe. After being processed by Venny 2.1, the result will tell the user which 

elements is exclusive in list 1 and list 2. Moreover, it will also show the elements that 

both lists contain. In the example, there are 4 elements included exclusively in the list 

of actors and they are Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jack Nicholson, Robert de Niro and 

Harrison Ford. There are 3 elements included exclusively in the list of singers and 

they are Freddy Mercury, Ricky Martin and Celine Dion. Additionally, there are 3 

common elements existing in both the lists of actors and singers. The 3 elements are 

Marilyn Monroe, Barbra Streisand and Dean Martin.  

In the case of the present study, this item list comparison tool can explore if there 

are words and phrases appearing only in the web basketball English corpus but not in 

the basketball English teaching material. Additionally, it can also generate the 

common lexical items in web corpus and the teaching material. 
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Figure 12 : An example of Venny 2.1. 
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3.3.3 Selection and Comparison of Collocation 

 One of the important knowledge of learning a word is its collocation. That is 

about which word is often used with the target word. The use of collocation as a 

gauge to measure language proficiency has been acknowledged generally by 

researchers (e.g. McCarthy, 1990; Sinclair, 1991; Schmitt, 2004; Wray, 2008). After 

comparing words and phrases between the teaching material and the web corpus, the 

present study also chose the collocations of some common frequently used words in 

the teaching material Fast Break and the web basketball English corpus. The word 

sketch function of sketch engine can serve as a good tool to explore all the possible 

collocation combinations of a word. Therefore, the present study can compare the 

difference and similarity of collocation between the book Fast Break and web corpus. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  

 In chapter four, detailed results after comparing the lexical items and 

collocations in the teaching material and the web corpus are provided. With the help 

of the concordancer Sketch Engine, the present study selected words and phrases both 

from the basketball English teaching material and the web basketball English corpus. 

Additionally, the current study compared the word lists and phrase lists to explore the 

difference and similarity. Last, the collocation comparison of common words between 

the web corpus and the teaching material was also provided. Section 4.1 displays the 

results of word lists comparison between the web corpus and the teaching material. In 

addition, the present study puts basketball English words appearing only in the web 

corpus into six categories. They are league, player, movement, statistic, court, and 

game. In section 4.2, the present study illustrates the result of phrase lists comparison 

between the web basketball English corpus and the basketball English teaching 

material. Section 4.3 presents the difference and similarity of collocations of common 

words in the web corpus and the teaching material. Last, a basketball English word 

list and phrase list was built and mentioned in section 4.4. An example was displayed. 

4.1 Comparison and Categorization of Word List 

 In this section, detailed results of word lists comparison between the web 

basketball English corpus and the basketball English teaching material Fast Break are 

illustrated. First, the current study explains how word lists are formed from the web 

corpus and the teaching material. Additionally, the outcome of the comparison is 

provided. Second, the present study illustrates the words that only exist in the web 

corpus and puts them into six categories.  
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4.1.1 Word List Forming and Comparison 

To conduct the word lists comparison, the present study formed a word list from 

the web corpus and a word list from the teaching material. As shown in Table 4, there 

are about 16,000 tokens of words in the teaching material in total. Among the 16,000 

tokens of words, there are 2,880 types of word. All the 2,880 types of words are 

included to form the teaching material word list. For the web corpus, there are around 

70 million tokens of words and 880 thousand types of words. The present study chose 

the most frequently appearing 6000 types of words from the web corpus to form the 

web corpus word list.  

Table 4 : Number of Word Types Chosen in Word Lists Building. 

 Teaching Material Web Corpus 

Number of word tokens 16,000 70,000,000 

Number of word types 2,880 880,000 

Number of word types 

selected to form the word 

list 

2,880 6,000 

After two word lists were built, the present work used Venny to explore their 

similarity and difference. The result shows that the two word lists have 1,799 types of 

words in common. There are 4,201 types of words appearing only in the web corpus 

word list. From the 4,201 exclusive word types in the web corpus, the present study 

first eliminated words of general English such as my, our, us and she. Second, place 

names and basketball team names were also excluded. Last, the present study 

consulted the concordance tool of sketch engine to select 150 words related to 

basketball English.  

4.1.2 Categorization of Words 

After selecting 150 basketball English words that only appear in the web corpus 
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but not in the teaching material, the present study put them into six categories based 

on the categories provided by the basketball English teaching material Fast Break. 

They are league, game, people, court, movement and statistic. The category league 

includes words related to the NBA basketball league such as offseason, postseason 

and semifinal. The category game contains words that are used to describe the 

competing process in a basketball game. For example, words like defeat, match and 

outscore belong to the game category. In the category people, there are words used to 

describe humans in the basketball game such as veteran, freshman and swingman. The 

category court includes words used to represent the equipments and places on the 

basketball court. Words like perimeter, corner and buzzer are included in this category. 

For the category statistic, words which are recorded in the box score and recorded in 

the form of number belong to the category. For example, season-high and team-high 

belong to this category. The category movement includes words used to describe and 

represent a player‟s movement in the basketball sport. Catch, connect and deliver are 

included in this category. To make those words more comprehensible to the readers, 

Chinese translation was provided. 

As shown in Table 5, basketball English words appearing only in the web corpus 

but not in the teaching material in the league category are presented. The table 

provides Chinese translation for every word and the frequency of that word in the web 

corpus. 

Table 5 : Basketball English Words Appearing Only in Web Corpus but not in the 

Teaching Material in the League Category.  

Category: League 

(13words) 

Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.rank(v) 排名 22,079 

2.squad(n) 球隊 9026 

3.postseason(n) 季後賽 8,526 

4.offseason(n) 休賽期 5,144 
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5.first-round(n) 第一輪(季後賽，選秀) 4,792 

6.land(v) 招攬球員 4,570 

7.semifinal(n) 準決賽 3,898 

8.extension(n) 延長合約 3,215 

9.lottery(n) 樂透選秀 2,976 

10.reigning(adj) 本年度的 1,819 

11.remainder(n) 剩餘的球季或比賽 1,721 

12.clinch(v) 緊抓(聯盟排名) 1,570 

13.waive(v) 裁撤(教練，球員) 1,168 

 In this category, the web corpus contains 13 words which the teaching material 

does not include. After examining those words carefully, the present study found those 

words important in basketball English. For example, rank appears for 22,079 times in 

the web corpus. It means the position of a team in the standing of the league. In the 

example sentence “Miami ranks 23rd in offensive efficiency,” it can be indicated that 

the team Miami was the 23
rd

 in the offense field. Two more examples are the words 

postseason and offseason. Postseason appears for 8,526 times in the web basketball 

English web corpus and offseason appears for 5,144 times in the web basketball 

English corpus.  

Postseason is another term for playoff, which means the game series after the 

regular season when all the 16 teams are fighting for the championship. It is used 

frequently on the web pages. After checking the concordance tool and the original file 

view tool, the present study lists an example sentence below. “LeBron has been 

sensational in this postseason with former Chicago Bulls legend Scottie Pippen even 

calling him the greatest ever to have played the game.” Based on the sentence 

generated from the web corpus, it is clear that the player James did very well in the 

postseason games.  

The word offseason indicates the time when all the NBA games are finished and 

the players can take a rest. Although there is no game during the offseason, there are 
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still NBA related news, rumors and reports going on. Those news, reports and rumors 

are mostly about players‟ personal life, their future movement, the change of the 

teammates and coaching staff. Take a sentence generated from the web corpus for 

example, “the Thunder still has time but it is conspicuously borrowed time even if 

Durant re-signs on a five-year deal this offseason.” In the sentence, it can be seen that 

offseason is a time when the team regroups the players and the players resign contract 

with the team.  

 One interesting finding is that there are some words which are both used in 

general English and basketball English. However, they may contain different 

meanings in the basketball English field. Land and lottery are two examples. 

Land appears for 4,570 times in the web corpus. In general English, land as a 

verb means moving safely down to the ground. In basketball English, however, it 

indicates to acquire a player into a team. For example, “when the LA Clippers landed 

Blake Griffin in the 2009 draft, Randolph was traded to the Grizzlies by the Clippers 

in exchange for Quentin Richardson.” 

Lottery appears for 2,976 times in the web corpus. In general English, lottery 

means a game of gambling used to make money for the country or the charity. To play 

the game, people need to buy a ticket with a series of numbers on it. If those numbers 

are picked by chance, the ticket owners can get money. In basketball English, however, 

lottery is often used to talk about the draft pick. In the NBA draft, the teams who had 

missed the playoff in the previous year participate in a lottery process to determine 

the draft order in the NBA draft. The teams obtain the rights to pick amateur 

U.S. college basketball players and other eligible players, including international 

players. The lottery winner would get the first selection in the draft. The term lottery 

pick indicates a draft pick whose position is determined through the lottery, while the 

non-playoff teams involved in the process are often called lottery teams. For example, 

 

http://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lottery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Draft_(sports)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NBA_draft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/College_basketball
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eligibility_for_the_NBA_Draft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_first_overall_NBA_draft_picks
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“while the Warriors have a few big men of their own coming off the bench, they 

invested lottery picks in perimeter players.” 

 In conclusion, the eight exclusive words in the web corpus have significance in 

basketball English. They not only have high frequency but also have relevance with 

basketball. The abovementioned eight words are suggested to be put into the book to 

enrich its content. 

As illustrated in Table 6, the basketball English vocabulary items in the game 

category appearing in the web corpus but not in the teaching material are 

demonstrated. Each word‟s Chinese translation and frequency in the corpus are also 

provided. 

Table 6 : Basketball English Words Appearing Only in Web Corpus but not in the 

Teaching Material in the Game Category.  

Category: Game  

(47 words) 

Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.run(n) 一波比分差距大的攻勢 43,253 

2.match(n) 對戰 12,689 

3.stretch(n) 比分接近，膠著的過程 11,062 

4.halftime(n) 中場 11,032 

5.defeat(v) 打敗 10,554 

6.squad(n) 球隊 9,026 

7.pace(n) 比賽的節奏 5,651 

8.edge(n) 比分差距 5,165 

9.trail(v) 落後 5,159 

10.opener(n) 開幕戰 5,016 

11.travel(v) 走步 4,705 

12.outscore(v) 得分超過對手 4,600 

13.sit(v) 讓某位球員下場坐板凳 4,317 

14.screen(n) 掩護戰術 3,638 

15.rally(n) 比分接近的拉鋸戰 3,193 

16.suspend(v)  禁賽 3,153 

17.momentum(n) 比賽的氣勢 3,080 

18.outrebound(v) 籃板球數量超過對手 2,952 

19.sweep(n) 橫掃(以全勝之姿結束系 2,933 
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列賽) 

20.snap(v) 終結連敗 2,805 

21.traffic(n) 有許多防守球員阻擋在

前，沒有空檔的情況 

2,624 

22.counter(v) 反制對手 2,609 

23.charity(n) 罰球 2,433 

24.highlight(n) 比賽精華 2,368 

25.ride(v) 依靠 2,361 

26.kill(v) 痛宰對手 1,865 

27.blow(v) 白白浪費掉 1,794 

28.blowout(n) 比分差距大的贏球或輸

球 

1,790 

29.flow(n) 比賽的節奏 1,741 

30.workout(n) 球隊練習 1,735 

31.rout(v) 擊敗 1,650 

32.surge(v) 大幅度比分上升 1,649 

33.trip(n) 上罰球線 1,634 

34.storm(v) 造成麻煩，肆虐 1,631 

35.visit(v) 在客場對上某隊 1,616 

36.intense(adj) 高強度的 1,595 

37.smooth(adj) 流暢的(進攻，投籃) 1,581 

38.escape(v) 僥倖贏球 1,522 

39.drama(n) 球賽的不確定性 1,512 

40.contain(v) 包夾防守 1,495 

41.beauty(n) 完美呈現(球隊，球賽) 1,484 

42.settle(v) 設定好(陣容輪替，進攻

方式) 

1,474 

43.fit(v) 適合，融入某球隊的體系 1,651 

44.dominance(n) 宰制 1,349 

45.lift(v) 帶領球隊贏球 1,223 

46.wrap(v) 結束比賽 1,150 

47.shootout(n) 投籃大賽 1,056 

 In this category, words used to describe the process in a basketball game are 

listed. From the table, it can be seen that the web corpus word list includes 47 

basketball English words which are not listed in the teaching material. Nine words 

from the table are chosen for further discussion. They are run, stretch, trail, sit, screen, 
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suspend, sweep, snap, and traffic. The first word is item number 1 run which appears 

for 43,253 times in the web corpus. One interesting finding of this word is that it has a 

different meaning in basketball English. In general English, run as a noun means a 

period of time spent running or a distance people run. Nevertheless, run means a 

period of offense where one team outscores the other. For example, “the Mavs pulled 

off a quick 8-0 run with the first real Jason Terry sighting of the Finals and just like 

that it was a 7 point game with just under 5 minutes left.”  

The second word is item number 3 stretch which appears for 11,062 times in the 

web corpus. In general English, stretch means a long and narrow area of land. In 

basketball English, however, it has different definition. Take a sentence from the 

basketball English web corpus for example, “that stat line looks much more 

impressive after he hit back-to-back threes on the next two possessions and four 

straight free throws down the stretch to seal the win.” Stretch in basketball English 

actually indicates the period of time where two teams are fighting against each other 

to win the game and both teams‟ scores are quite close.  

The third word is item number 9 trail which appears for 5,159 times in the web 

corpus. In general English as a verb, trail means to pull something behind a person 

along the ground. Nevertheless, trail means one team‟s score is less than the other. 

For example, “with three seconds left in the game and Chicago trailing 99-100, 

Michael Jordan somehow broke free of Craig Ehlo and made a shot over the hapless 

Ehlo from atop the free-throw line that gave Chicago a famous 101-100 win.”  

The fourth word is the item number 13 sit which also has different meaning in 

basketball English. For example, “the Heat sat Dwayne Wade for the first time this 

year in Boston Wednesday night.” Sit means a team or the coach makes a player sit on 

the bench. It can be followed by a person as the object.  

The fifth word screen is the number 14 vocabulary item which appears for 3,638 
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times in basketball English web corpus. In general English, screen means a part of the 

television of the computer where the pictures are showed. In basketball English, 

nevertheless, screen indicates a blocking move by an offensive player to free a 

teammate to shoot, receive a pass, or drive in to score by standing beside or behind a 

defender. For example, “Gil Zero hit a three, helped by a Chris Bosh screen.”  

The item number 16 suspend is also frequently used in basketball English. It 

appears for 3,153 times in the web corpus. This word is used in basketball much the 

same as it is used in general English. It indicates to stop a player from playing due to 

misbehavior on or off the court. For example, “last season the league suspended 

small forward Jeff Taylor 24 games after he pleaded guilty to misdemeanor domestic 

violence in Michigan.”  

The seventh word is the item number 19 sweep which appears for 2,933 times in 

the web corpus. In general English, sweep usually means to clean the floor with a 

brush. In Basketball English, it means to beat a team without losing a game in a series. 

For example, “the LA Lakers , the defending NBA champions of the past two seasons 

and three-time Western Conference champions in the running were eliminated by the 

Dallas Mavericks in a 4-0 series sweep.”  

The eighth word is item number 20 snap. Snap means to break with a sharp noise 

in general English. In basketball English, it means to stop a losing streak. Take the 

example sentence from the web corpus for example, “then the Cleveland Cavaliers 

finally snapped their NBA-record losing streak at 26 games with a 126-119 overtime 

win over the Los Angeles Clippers on Friday at Cleveland.” 

The last word discussed is item number 21 traffic which appears for 2,624 times 

in the basketball English corpus. In general English, traffic means vehicles moving 

along the road. Nevertheless, traffic indicates the situation where many defenders are 

standing in front of the offensive player, which makes the offensive player‟s moving, 
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shooting or scoring more difficult. For example, “Nash was continually darting 

into traffic, keeping his dribble, and probing for opportunities. He finished with nine 

assists (against two turnovers) to go along with 15 points.” 

 After exploring some words in the game category, the present study found out 

that there are many words related to basketball English appearing in the web corpus in 

this category. Nevertheless, the teaching material does not list any of them. It is 

suggested that the teaching material include those abovementioned words. 

 As shown in Table 7, the present study displays the list of basketball English 

words in people category only included by the web corpus but not by the teaching 

material. There are 34 words in total with their Chinese translation and frequency in 

the web corpus provided. They all belong to the people category in basketball English. 

In this category, words related to people or words used to describe people in 

basketball are all included. The following paragraphs will discuss seven words in this 

category. They are lineup, freshman, hot, rotation, backup, swingman and click. 

Table 7 : Basketball English Words Appearing Only in Web Corpus but not in the 

Teaching Material in the People Category.  

Category: People 

(34 words) 

Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.lineup(n) 陣容 9,193 

2.freshman(n) 菜鳥 8,316 

3.athletic(adj) 運動能力強的 7,092 

4.veteran(n) 老將 6,979 

5.hot(adj) 手感火燙 6,875 

6.sophomore(n) 聯盟二年級生 6,087 

7.rotation(n) 陣容輪替 5,199 

8.presence(n) 在場上 4,744 

9.backup(n) 替補 4,190 

10.aggressive(adj) 進攻端具有侵略性的 3,896 

11.absence(n) 沒上場 3,452 

12.swingman(n) 搖擺人(可以打多個位置

的球員) 

3,189 
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13.click(v) 手感，狀況良好 3,016 

14.cast(n) 球隊陣容 2,833 

15.crew(n) 球隊全體工作人員 2,822 

16.contender(n) 競爭者 2,432 

17.judge(n) 裁判 2,375 

18.scout(n) 球探 2,350 

19.passer(n) 傳球者 2,029 

20.chemistry(n) 默契 2,028 

21.gun(n) 射手 1,997 

22.sore(adj) 身體部位痠痛 1,736 

23.dynamic(adj) 精力旺盛的 1,721 

24.interim(adj) 暫時替代的(教練，球員) 1,684 

25.stellar(adj) 巨星般的 1,637 

26.combo(n) 有雙重特質的(球員) 1,604 

27.explosive(adj) 進攻上有爆發力的 1,515 

28.pure(adj) 純粹的(射手，防守者) 1,482 

29.accurate(adj) 精準的(投籃，射手) 1,478 

30.underdog(n) 能力受低估的球員 1,374 

31.playmaker(n) 製造進攻機會者 1,225 

32.breakout(n) 突破(球員能力) 1,218 

33.peak(n) 球員巔峰時期 1,208 

34.upgrade(v) 提升陣容強度 1,198 

 The first word is lineup which appears for 9,193 times in the basketball English 

corpus. This word actually has the same meaning when it is used in general English 

and basketball English. Its definition is the players who play in a sports team. For 

example, “Paul George is still hopeful he can make a return to the Indiana Pacers 

lineup this season.” Although this word appears for many times in the web corpus, the 

teaching material does not include it.  

The second word is item number 2 freshman, which appears for 8316 times in 

the web corpus. In general English, it means the student in the first year of high 

school or university. In basketball English, however, it means the player who just 

plays in the NBA the very first year. For example, “Smith famously refused to play 
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freshmen until a very talented freshman named Michael Jordan forced his hand in 

1982.” 

The third word is item number 5 hot. Hot often means something has a high 

temperature. It is often about weather, place, food, drink and objects in general 

English. When it is used in basketball English, it has a different definition. For 

example, “Bosh went hot suddenly, scoring the next eight points for Miami which 

helped them finally register a 96-85 win.” From the example sentence generated from 

the web corpus, hot has nothing to do the temperature of a certain object. It actually 

means the player is in a good condition of shooting the ball really well. 

The fourth word is item number 7 rotation. In general English, it means 

something turns with a circular movement around a central point. Nevertheless, 

rotation means the change of on-court players based on the time they get in a team to 

play. When a player reaches his limit of time on the court, the coach will replace him 

with another player. For example, “Jeremy Lamb had the length, athleticism and 

shooting, but he was constantly in and out of Scott Brooks' rotation and never became 

a useful player.” When a player is in the rotation, he is able to play on the court. 

When he is out of the rotation, he has to sit on the bench. 

The fifth word is item number 9 backup, which appears for 4,190 times in the 

web corpus. In general English, a backup can mean someone who plays in a sports 

team to replace players who get injured or foul troubles. In basketball English, backup 

also has the same definition as it is used in general English. A backup player sits on 

the bench and will go to the court to play when the starter is tired or injured. For 

example, “Earlier this year , Orlando backup center Marcin Gortat gave an interview 

to a Polish newspaper. Marcin was quoted as saying he often panics during games.” 

The sixth word is item number 12 swingman. It is a word in basketball English to 

represent a player who can play multiple positions. This word appears for 3,189 times 
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but it is seldom used in general English. Take a sentence generated from the web 

corpus for example, “the other extraordinary piece of the puzzle is swingman 

Draymond Green, the Warriors' second-most important player and a singular force in 

today's NBA.”  

The last word discussed in this category is item number 13 click. In general 

English, click means to make a short and hard sound. Different from general English, 

click means a player is in a good condition and can play very well on the court. For 

example, “the starting line-up, which also included Nash, Blake, and Pau Gasol, 

clicked immediately and opened up a 23-8 lead.”  

After the exploring the 7 words in the people category, the present study found 

that those words discussed above are all relevant to basketball English and appear 

frequently in the web corpus. It is advised to list them in the teaching material. 

As illustrated in Table 8, the current research shows the list of basketball English 

vocabulary in court category appearing only in the web corpus. There are 13 words in 

total. They all appear frequently in the web corpus and they are related to basketball. 

The following paragraphs will discuss seven words in this category. They are deep, 

paint, arc, perimeter, corner, distance and downtown. 

Table 8 : Basketball English Words Appearing Only in Web Corpus but not in the 

Teaching Material in the Court Category. 

Category: Court 

(13 words) 

Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.deep(n) 三分線外 7746 

2.paint(n) 禁區 7718 

3.space(n) 空檔 7541 

4.arc(n) 三分線 6155 

5.perimeter(n) 三分線 5631 

6.corner(n) 三分線的底角 4894 

7.buzzer(n) 蜂鳴倒數計時器 3712 

8.distance(n) 三分線外 3305 
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9.frontcourt(n) 前場 2862 

10.downtown(n) 三分線外 2704 

11.logo(n) 球隊標誌 2428 

12.baseline(n) 底線 2084 

13.stripe(n) 罰球線 1604 

 The first word deep appears for 7,746 times in the basketball English corpus. Its 

definition in general English is being far down from the top or from the surface. Deep 

is usually used as an adjective in general English. In basketball English, however, it 

refers to the place behind the three point line. For example, “He averaged 13.7 points, 

5.4 rebounds and 1.6 blocks per game while shooting 53 percent from the floor and 35 

percent from deep.” In the example, shooting from deep actually indicates shooting 

the three point ball. 

 The second word paint appears for 7,718 times in the web corpus. In general 

English, paint means a liquid with a certain color that is used to put on the surface of 

an object. When it is used in basketball English, paint indicates a specific area of the 

floor near the basket. Take one example from the web corpus for example, 

“Randolph's effort helped the Grizzlies dominate the paint as they outscored the OKC 

Thunder 52-38 in this department.”  

The fourth word perimeter is also used to indicate the three point line on the 

court. For instance, “If he continues his valiant efforts against James and challenges 

him to shoot perimeter jumpers, James has shot extremely poorly from outside the 

paint this postseason, and especially from beyond the arc, Iguodala may be a bit more 

pleased with his playing performance.” 

 The fifth word corner appears for 4,894 times in the web corpus. In basketball 

English, corner is a small area near the place where the base line and the side line 

meet. A rectangle basketball court has four corners. Players often stand at the corner 

to shoot the three point ball. One sentence from the web corpus can serve as an 
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example, “38.7 percent of the Heat's 3-point attempts came from the corners , the 

highest rate in the league.” 

 The sixth word distance appears for 3,305 times in the web corpus. On the 

basketball court, distance refers to the area behind three-point line. For example, “If 

Korver, who shot an astonishing 47.8 percent from the distance for the Utah Jazz in 

the 2010 NBA Playoffs, doesn't rediscover his touch soon, the Bulls will find 

themselves severely handicapped against a Miami team that can derail their 

championship hopes.” In the sentence, from the distance means from the three-point 

line. 

 The last word downtown appears for 2,704 times in the web corpus. In general 

English, downtown means the center of the city. In basketball English, however, it 

refers to the area behind the three point line. For example, “the hottest of the hot 

hands was Jordan Farmar, who scored a career high 30 points by shooting 9-14 from 

the field, a breathtaking 8-10 from downtown.” From downtown means from the 

three-point line.  

 In sum, the basketball English words in the court category provided by the web 

corpus are frequently used. After exploring the original context, example sentences 

also show their unique meaning in the basketball field. To describe the area behind the 

three point line, the web corpus provides three words deep, distance and downtown. 

The present study considers those synonyms essential since they all appear very 

frequently in the web corpus and they contain unique meaning in basketball English. 

As shown in Table 9, the present study illustrates the list of basketball English 

words in the movement category in the web corpus. This category includes words used 

to describe basketball player‟s movement. As can be seen in the list, there are 34 

words in this category which are not included by the teaching material. Ten words will 

be discussed. They are create, earn, chip, answer, connect, deliver, tally, nail, launch 
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and net. 

 

Table 9 : Basketball English Words Appearing Only in Web Corpus but not in the 

Teaching Material in the Movement Category. 

Category: Movement 

(34 words) 

Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.create(v) 製造投籃機會 8,393 

2.earn(v) 贏得勝利，獎項 8,134 

3.contribute(v) 貢獻(得分，籃板，助攻) 6,991 

4.respond(v) 回敬(兩分球，三分球) 5,896 

5.chip(v) 贊助(分數，助攻，籃板) 5,472 

6.secure(v) 鞏固(籃板球) 4,490 

7.catch(v) 接球 4,473 

8.answer(v) 回敬(兩分球，三分球) 4,444 

9.handle(v) 控球 4,016 

10.connect(v) 成功進球 3,842 

11.knock(v) 拍球 3,822 

12.control(v) 宰制 3,814 

13.deliver(v) 傳出助攻 3,348 

14.tally(v) 得到(分數，籃板，助攻) 2,834 

15.nail(v) 成功進球 2,670 

16.launch(v) 投籃 2,601 

17.net(v) 得到分數 2,529 

18.collect(v) 得到(分數，籃板，助攻) 2,444 

19.soft(adj) 手感靈巧的 2,394 

20.notch(v) 得到新紀錄 2,132 

21.hang(v) 在空中滯留 1,961 

22.dish(v) 傳出助攻 1,953 

23.rhythm(n) 手感 1,817 

24.deny(v) 阻攻 1,745 

25.sweet(adj) 巧妙的(傳球或投籃) 1,714 

26.muscle(v) 奮力一搏 1,626 

27.spark(v) 帶領 1,552 

28.battle(v) 激烈競爭 1,478 

29.sink(v) 投進 1,449 

30.fuel(v) 激發 1,434 
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31.runner(n) 騎馬射箭(籃球技巧) 1,403 

32.strike(v) 投進 1,382 

33.stroke(n) 投籃手感 1,382 

34.clinic(n) 大顯身手(投籃) 1,139 

  The first word is item number 1, create, which appears for 8,393 times in the 

web corpus. When it is used in basketball game, create means to produce a shooting 

or scoring opportunity for the team. For example, “Turkoglu is familiar with the 

Magic's style of play, having been part of the 2009 team that reached the NBA final. A 

career 38.5 percent 3-point shooter, Turkoglu will create more scoring opportunities 

on the outside for the Magic.” From the sentence in the corpus, create is often used to 

indicates the production of scoring opportunity.  

 The second word is item number 2 earn which does not mean earning money in 

basketball English. Instead, it represents the idea of winning games or awards. For 

instance, “Magic Johnson earns MVP Award of the NBA All Star Game. Magic tallied 

25 points and nine assists on a very emotional day at Orlando Arena.” 

 The third word is item number 5, chip, which introduces the idea of getting 

points, rebounds and assists in a game. Take a sentence from the corpus for example, 

“Nick Young chipped in with 10 points, three rebounds, and three assists – two of 

which were very impressive .” 

 The fourth word is item number 8 answer which appears for 4,444 times in the 

web corpus. It is used in basketball English to present the ideal of giving response to 

the opponent‟s offense with a shot. For example, “A Kevin Garnett jumper from the 

top of the key puts the West up 121-91. But LeBron answers with a three.”  

The fifth word is item number 10 connect which appears for 3,842 times in the 

basketball web corpus. In general English, the word connect means joining one thing 

with another. Nevertheless, connect means making shots successfully in basketball 

English. For example, “JJ has connected on 13 of his last 19 three.” Connect in the 
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sentence means successfully making the three point shots.  

The sixth word is item number 13 deliver which appears for 3,348 times and it is 

often used to show the concept of passing the ball to teammates to get shots. One 

sentence below generated from the corpus can present the idea. “He delivered a 

bounce pass into the hands of a cutting Antawn Jamison for a lay-up.”  

The seventh word discussed is item number 14 tally. It appears for 2,834 times in 

the web basketball English corpus. In general English, tally means to calculate a 

certain number. In basketball English, tally means to get a certain number of points, 

rebounds, assists, etc. For example, “Jared Sullinger was the man. He tallied 23 

points and harnessed 11 rebounds with three blocks.” 

The eighth word it item number 15 nail which appears for 2,670 times in the web 

corpus. In general English, Nail as a verb indicates the idea of fastening one thing 

with another tightly with nails. In basketball English, this concept is transformed to 

mean the idea of putting the ball successfully into the basket as can be shown in the 

sentence generated from the web corpus: “Keep in mind that Rashard was 6-26 from 

the arc in the first three games but Rashard nailed a couple of threes in that fateful 

fourth quarter.” 

The ninth word is item number 16 launch which appears for 2,601 times in the 

web basketball English corpus. In basketball English, launch means to shoot the ball. 

For example, “Curry launched a potentially game-winning shot from 75 feet as time 

expired.” 

The last word discussed in this category is item number 17 net. In general 

English, net as a noun means the material made of ropes, strings and wires. As a verb, 

it means to catch something by using a net. Nevertheless, net has a different meaning 

in basketball English. As a verb, net means to score a certain number of points. Take a 

sentence generated from the web corpus for example, “the game's high scorer was 
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Miami forward Chris Bosh, who netted 30 points.”  

 In conclusion, it seems that there are many exclusive words in the web corpus in 

the movement category related to basketball English. It is suggested that the teaching 

material also include those words to enhance its vocabulary.  

As shown in Table 10, the present research presents the lists of basketball 

English words in the stat category included only in the web corpus but not in the 

teaching material. The present study will discuss seven words in this category to 

explore their unique meaning with the support from example sentences in the web 

basketball English corpus. The seven words are department, season-high, team-high, 

feed, glass, scoreless and clip. 

Table 10 : Basketball English Words Appearing Only in Web Corpus but not in the 

Teaching Material in the Stat Category. 

Category: Stat (9 words) Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.department(n) 方面(得分，籃板等) 4,964 

2.season-high(n) 單季最高 4,312 

3.feed(v) 傳球助攻 2,746 

4.team-high(n) 球隊最高 2,548 

5.glass(n) 籃板 2,296 

6.scoreless(adj) 沒有得分的 1,951 

7.shy(adj) 離目標紀錄只差… 1,813 

8.clip(n) 紀錄 1,527 

9.atop(prep) 排名位於頂端 1,485 

 The first word department appears for 4,964 times in the web corpus. 

Department used in basketball English refers to the idea of a certain aspect. For 

example, “Dwayne Wade has led the Heat in this department, going 25-for-29 from 

the free-throw line.” From the example sentence in the web corpus, it can be seen that 

department indicates the free-throw aspect of the team. In the sentence “Most 

disappointing in the rebound department were Gasol, who grabbed just five in 29 

minutes, and Johnson, who grabbed just one in 20 minutes, despite his incredible 
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ability to elevate,” department indicates the rebound aspect of the team. 

 The second and the third word are the compound nouns season-high and 

team-high. Season-high indicates the best record a player has in a season. For 

example, “riding on a season-high 26 points by Rajon Rondo, the Cs handed the 

Magic a 91-80 loss, to take the season series between the two 2-1.” Team-high means 

the best record that a player creates in a team. For instance, “Jameer had 

a team-high 30 points in the win at Toronto Sunday.”  

The fourth word feed appears for 2,746 times in the web corpus. It means to pass 

the ball to a player to score. For example, “ Nash feeds David West, who this time is 

able to score without being blocked by every fan in the stands.”  

The fifth word glass appears for 2,296 times and it is another term for rebound 

since the board behind the basket is often made of hard glass. For instance, “He 

displayed a fluid jump-hook and was a menace on the offensive glass with nine, 

fueling the Pistons' double-digit comeback.” According to the sentence, it can be 

inferred that the player got nine offensive rebounds in the game to help the team come 

back to win the game. 

The sixth word discussed is scoreless, which appears for 1,951 times. Scoreless 

is used to describe a player who gets zero point in a game. Take a sentence from the 

corpus for example, “Farmar and Henry both went scoreless tonight.” Based on the 

sentence, the two players Farmar and Henry didn‟t get any point tonight. 

The last word discussed by the present study in this category is the word clip. 

Clip appears for 1,527 times in the web corpus. In general English, clip as a noun 

usually means the small metal used to hold things together. In basketball English, 

however, it means shots-making percentage. For example, “He lit up from the outside 

this week, hitting at a 55 percent clip from behind the 3-point line and a team like 

Charlotte that needs shooters could finally be the place where he sticks.”  
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In general, the discussions of exclusive words in the web corpus in the six 

categories highlight the importance of web corpus since it can include many words 

that the teaching material does not list.  

4.2 Comparison of Phrase List 

 As shown in Table 11, the present study selected a certain number of phrases 

both from the web basketball English corpus and from the basketball English teaching 

material to build the phrase lists to conduct the comparison. For phrases of 2 words, 

also called 2 gram, all the 1,576 types were selected from the textbook while the most 

frequently appearing 3,000 types were selected from the web corpus. For 3 gram, all 

the 896 types were selected from the teaching material and the most frequently 

appearing 2,000 types were selected from the web corpus. For 4 gram, all the 471 

types were selected from the teaching material and the most frequently appearing 

1,000 types were selected from the web corpus. 

Table 11 : Number of Phrase Types Selected to Build Phrase List. 

Phrase Type Teaching Material Web Corpus 

2 gram 1,576 3,000 

3 gram 896 2,000 

4 gram 471 1,000 

4.2.1 Comparison of 2 Gram List 

  The present work selected all the 1,576 types of 2 grams from the basketball 

English teaching material to build the teaching material 2 gram list and the most 

frequent 3,000 types of 2 grams from the basketball English web corpus to build the 

web corpus 2 gram list. After comparing the 2 gram lists, the present study found that 

there are 595 common items in the web corpus 2 gram list and the teaching material 2 
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gram list. On the other hand, there are 2,405 types of 2 grams appearing only in the 

web corpus. From the 2,405 types of 2 grams, the present work first eliminated 

meaningless items such as and I, be the and about the. Then, 2 grams of general 

English such as a few and because of were also excluded. As shown in Table 12, the 

current research selected 45 items related to basketball English with the help of 

concordance tool.    

Table 12 : Basketball English 2 Grams Appearing only in the Web Corpus but not in 

the Teaching Material. 

2 gram (45 items) Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.the floor 場上 16,539 

2.head coach 總教練 14,239 

3.finish with 最後得到(分數或紀錄) 10,558 

4.the lead 領先 9,834 

5.double figures 雙位數 8,111 

6.the line 罰球線 7,112 

7.free agent 自由球員 6,003 

8.play against 比賽對上 5,615 

9.chip in 貢獻(分數，籃板等) 5,219 

10.big man 長人 5,205 

11.step up 跳出來幫助球隊 5,126 

12.top scorer 頂尖得分者 5,017 

13.come off 從…再出發 4,578 

14.second round 第二輪(選秀，季後賽) 4,468 

15.straight game 連續的比賽 4,414 

16.the hosts  主場球隊及球員 4,360 

17.losing streak 連敗 4,103 

18.locker room 球員更衣室 4,014 

19.put up 得到(分數，籃板等) 3,951 

20.take on 對上 3,938 

21.first team 聯盟第一隊 3,858 

22.come back 逆轉勝 3,672 

23.the bottom 排名墊底的位置 3,658 

24.assistant coach 助理教練 3,522 

25.come up 在比賽中跳出來表現 3,528 
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26.road game 客場比賽 3,463 

27.for two 投進兩分球 3,336 

28.leading scorer 主要得分球員 3,262 

29.check out 下場 3,189 

30.tough game 硬仗 3,125 

31.come out 積極站出來面對 2,978 

32.take over 接管並掌控比賽 2,396 

33.home game  主場比賽 2,385 

34.home court 主場 2,383 

35.put together 組織球隊，拿出好表現 2,349 

36.average score 平均得分 2,290 

37.put in  拿出(好表現) 2,286 

38.both ends 進攻擊防守端 2,212 

39.the table 球隊整體狀況 2,176 

40.foul trouble 犯規麻煩 2,066 

41.coaching staff 教練團隊 2,052 

42.playoff series 季後系列賽 1,977 

43.three-point range 三分線外距離 1,950 

44.the deficit 比分差距 1,890 

45.in transition 在攻守轉換的時候 1,812 

 In the table, 2 grams related to basketball English appearing only in the web 

corpus are listed. Additionally, each item‟s Chinese translation and frequency in the 

web corpus are provided. The following paragraphs will discuss ten items and explore 

their meanings in basketball English. They are head coach, free agent, big man, the 

hosts, first team, for two, check out, both ends, the table and in transition. 

 The first 2 gram discussed is item number 2 head coach, which appears for 

14,239 times in the web corpus. Head coach means the leading coach in the coach 

staff. For example, “Appreciation for Bosh came from no less than Chicago head 

coach, Tom Thibodeau, who said Bosh was terrific right from the start of the game.” 

This phrase is considered highly frequent and important in basketball English.  

 The second 2 gram is item number 7 free agent. This phrase indicates a player 

who is currently not in a contract relationship with any basketball team and he can 
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sign up a new contract with a new team if he wants. During the offseason, this phrase 

is often mentioned since all the teams pay attention to some potential and good free 

agents to strengthen their teams. For example, “Williams was the best free agent point 

guard left, and he fit well in Dallas last season.”  

 The third 2 gram discussed by the present study is item number 10 big man. 

What is interesting about this phrase is that big man does not mean strong or fat man. 

In basketball English, big man actually means tall player with long arms who can grab 

the rebounds very well. Big man usually plays the center position and controls the 

paint area near the basket. Take an example sentence from the web corpus for 

example, “the Memphis big men, Marc Gasol and Zach Randolph, patrolled the paint 

better keeping the Spurs to just 21-from-71 in that area. 

 The fourth item is item number 16 the hosts. The definition of host in general 

English is someone who invites guests and provides drinks at a party. In basketball 

English, however, the hosts are the team and players that play on their home court 

who gain the home court advantage from their fans. One sentence from the web 

corpus can serve as an example. “In the third quarter, the visitors flipped the game to 

their side as they won it with nine points ahead. However, the hosts were able to 

recover back to the game in the last quarter where they were in a better shape, and 

managed to win the game with only one point ahead.” 

 The fifth item is number 21 first team. First team is an interesting phrase used in 

basketball English. It is not related to the team who wins the championship. First 

team is actually an honor given to five best players voted by the coaches. For example, 

“LeBron James enters tonight fresh off earning a spot on the All NBA First Team.” 

The sixth phrase discussed is item number 27 for two. For two appears for 3336 

times in basketball English web corpus. It is usually used to present the idea of 

successfully making the two-point shot. For instance, “Pierce can roam a bit more 
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freely, and when they triple him, he can lob up a pass to a guy tall enough to catch it 

and put it in for two.” 

The seventh item is 2 gram number 29 check out. In basketball English, check 

out means to get off the court as can be shown in the sentence generated from the web 

corpus. “Howard and Bryant checked out of the game with 4:11 left in the third 

quarter and the Lakers leading, 82-46.”  

The eighth item discussed is number 38 both ends. This phrase appears for 2,212 

times in the web corpus. In basketball English, both ends mean both the offensive 

aspect and the defensive aspect in a basketball game. For instance, “the honor tonight 

goes to Dwight Howard. He showed great energy at both ends of the floor en route to 

21 points, 14 rebounds, and three blocks in less than 30 minutes of playing time. The 

sentence generated from the web corpus shows that the player Dwight Howard not 

only scored many points on the offensive end but also had many rebounds and three 

blocks when he did his job well to defend his opponents. 

The ninth 2 gram discussed is item number 39 the table. This phrase is used to 

represent the team‟s general condition. For example, “Jeremy Lamb also got time at 

shooting guard and performed with his typical timidity, bringing little to the 

table besides a decent jumper.” From that sentence, it can be inferred that the player 

Jeremy Lamb contributed little to his team.  

The last phrase discussed here is item number 45 in transition, which appears for 

1,812 times in the web corpus. In transition means the time when a team switches 

from offense to defense or from defense to offense. Take a sentence in the web corpus 

for example, “Why does Gordon commit so many turnovers in transition? He tends to 

force the issue and put the pressure of scoring squarely on his shoulders.”  

 In sum, 45 items of 2 grams in the web corpus 2 gram list are related to 

basketball English. It is suggested that the teaching material also include those 2 
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grams to strengthen its content of phrase. 

4.2.2 Comparison of 3 Gram List  

 To build the 3 gram lists, the present study selected all the 896 types of 3 grams 

from the basketball English teaching material to form the teaching material 3 gram list 

and the most frequently appearing 2,000 types of 3 grams from the basketball English 

web corpus to form the web corpus 3 gram list. After the comparison was finished, the 

present study found 166 common items in the web corpus 3 gram list and the teaching 

material 3 gram list. For the exclusive items in the web corpus, there are 1,834 types 

of 3 grams appearing only in the web corpus. From the 1,834 types of 3 grams, the 

present work first eliminated meaningless items such as to be a and it was a. After 

that, 3 grams of general English such as be able to were also excluded. As shown in 

Table 13, the present study utilized the concordance tool to select 49 items of 3 grams 

related to basketball English. 

Table 13 : Basketball English 3 Grams Appearing only in the Web Corpus but not in 

the Teaching Material. 

3 grams(49 items) Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.the second half 下半場 15,919 

2.from the field 場上投籃命中率 14,644 

3.the first half 上半場 13,837 

4.on the road 在客場的 12,454 

5.the fourth quarter 第四節 9,695 

6.the third quarter 第三節 8,278 

7.points per game 每場平均得分 8,198 

8.the first quarter 第一節 6,122 

9.the second quarter 第二節 5,646 

10.in the paint 在禁區 4,451 

11.from the floor 場上投藍命中率 4,291 

12.down the stretch 比賽競爭激烈的時候 3,969 

13.free throw line 罰球線 3,569 

14.rebounds per game 平均每場籃板球 2,746 
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15.the defensive end 防守方面 2,559 

16.beyond the arc 在三分線後 2,513 

17.minutes per game 平均每場上場時間 2,329 

18.assists per game 平均每場助攻 2,246 

19.field goal percentage 投籃命中率 2,127 

20.en route to 前往…的路上 2,123 

21.at the half 在中場時 2,086 

22.take a lead 取得領先 1,883 

23.from three-point range 在三分線後的距離 1,806 

24.at the buzzer 每一節或比賽結束時，蜂

鳴器響起的瞬間 

1,784 

25.off the court 在場下 1,764 

26.from the line 在罰球線上 1,737 

27.behind the arc 在三分線後 1,533 

28.on both ends 在攻守兩端 1,455 

29.tie the game 追平比分 1,437 

30.the All-Star break 全明星周末 1,393 

31.play at home 在主場比賽 1,288 

32.on the boards 在籃板方面 1,264 

33.to the rim 往籃框 1,140 

34.cut the lead 縮小領先 1,259 

35.make the playoffs 晉級季後賽 1,099 

36.at the rim 在籃框 1,090 

37.hall of famer 名人堂球員 1,070 

38.off the dribble 運球收球之後 1,068 

39.in the lane 在罰球區 1,068 

40.on the glass 在籃板方面 1,040 

41.back and forth 有來有往(比分互相超前) 938 

42.cut the deficit 縮小比分差 933 

43.finish the game 結束比賽 922 

44.the NBA Draft NBA 選秀 913 

45.field goal attempts 投籃出手次數 879 

46.the starting five 先發五人 862 

47.from long range 從三分線外的距離 862 

48.starting point guard 先發控球後衛 843 

49.the offensive glass 進攻籃板 816 

In table 13, 3 grams related to basketball English appearing only in the web 
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corpus are listed. In addition, Chinese translation and the frequency of each phrase in 

the web corpus are provided. Ten items are selected by the present work to investigate 

how those phrases are used in basketball English. They are on the road, down the 

stretch, at the half, at the buzzer, from the line, play at home, off the dribble, back and 

forth, field goal attempts and the starting five. Example sentences will be provided for 

reference. 

 The first phrase discussed is item number 4 on the road which appears for 12,454 

times in the web corpus. In basketball English, on the road means to play games in 

other teams‟ home court. Playing games on the road often requires taking flight to 

another city and thus becomes a more exhausting challenge for the players. For 

example, “The Thunder has been very solid on the road in recent weeks. They've 

recorded wins in four of their last five games away from Chesapeake Energy Arena.” 

From that sentence, it can be inferred that the thunder played very well in their last 

five games away from their home court, Chesapeake Energy Arena. 

The second 3 gram discussed by the present study is item number 12 in the table 

down the stretch. As the sentence from the corpus goes, “Oklahoma City's two 

offensive monsters combined for 58 points and made several huge plays down the 

stretch.” The phrase down the stretch indicates the process where competitive and 

intense competition in a game is happening.  

 The third item is number 21 at the half. It is a prepositional phrase often used in 

the basketball game. At the half indicates the 10 minutes break between the first half 

and the second half. Take a sentence from the web corpus for example, “this game 

was tied at the half, before Chicago outscored Miami 55-34 in the second half.” 

 The fourth phrase is item number 24 at the buzzer which appears for 1,784 times 

in the web corpus. At the buzzer refers to the time when a quarter or a game reaches 

the end, which is the last moment the offensive team can shoot the ball. For instance, 
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“Jeff Green hit a 3-pointer at the buzzer to lift the Boston Celtics to a 111-110 victory 

over the Miami Heat on Saturday night.” 

 The fifth phrase discussed is item number 26 from the line. Among so many lines 

on the court, from the line here means from the free throw line. For instance, “Dwight 

went 3-11 from the line. Our team missed 18 total free throws in losing that game 

100-92.” 

 The sixth phrase is item number 31 play at home, which appears for 1,288 times 

in the web corpus. In basketball English, play at home means to play the game on the 

home court. A sentence generated from the web corpus can serve as an example. 

“With Miami playing at home, which puts the odds of winning very much in their 

favor.” 

 The seventh phrase is item number 38 off the dribble which appears for 1,068 

times in the web corpus. This phrase indicates the moment when a player stops 

dribbling and holds the ball in his hand to pass or to shoot. Take a sentence from the 

corpus for example, “what made Gordon so successful was his ability to make pull-up 

jumpers off the dribble.”  

 The eighth 3 gram discussed is item number 41 back and forth. In a basketball 

game, back and forth means a situation where two teams can score and thus the lead 

changes very often and it is hard to tell which team will win the game. For instance, 

“the second half was back and forth as both teams exchanged the lead and neither 

team could gain more than a two basket advantage.”  

The ninth phrase is item 45 field goal attempts. In basketball game, field goal 

attempts means the total shots a player makes. For example, “in 29 minutes off the 

bench, he scored 30 points on 14 field goal attempts, including hitting 8 of 10 from 

downtown.”  

The last 3 gram discussed in the present study is item number 46 the starting five. 
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In the beginning of every game, this phrase is often used to represent the five starters 

of a team on the court. For example, “he's put Matt Barnes onto the starting five. He's 

examined how certain combinations of players work together.” 

 After the comparison of the 3 gram lists, the present study found that the web 

corpus 3 gram list has 49 items related to basketball English. They not only appear 

frequently in the corpus but also have special meaning in basketball. It would be 

beneficial for the teaching material to list those 3 grams.  

4.2.3 Comparison of 4 Gram List 

During the forming process of 4 gram lists, the present work chose all the 471 

types of 4 grams from the basketball English teaching material to form the teaching 

material 4 gram list. For the web corpus 4 gram list, the most frequent 1,000 types of 

4 grams are selected to form the web corpus 4 gram list. After comparing the two 4 

gram lists, the present work found 39 common 4 grams. Additionally, there are 961 

exclusive items in the web corpus 4 gram list. Among the 961 phrases, the present 

study also eliminated meaningless bundles like one of the most. Bundles of general 

English such as when it comes to were also eliminated. As shown in Table 14, the 

present study selected 25 items of 4 grams related to basketball English. 

Table 14 : Basketball English 4 Grams Appearing only in the Web Corpus but not in 

the Teaching Material 

4 grams(25 items) Chinese Translation Frequency 

1.score in double figures 得分到達雙位數 4,484 

2.player of the week 本周最佳球員 2,911 

3.shooting from the field 場上投籃命中 2,362 

4.from beyond the arc 從三分線後 2,252 

5.on the defensive end 在防守端上 2,194 

6.points in the paint 在禁區得分 1,565 

7.basketball hall of fame 籃球名人堂 1,308 

8.points off the bench 板凳球員總得分 1,293 
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9.from behind the arc 在三分線後 1,271 

10.on the offensive end 在進攻端方面 1,147 

11.come off the bench 從板凳出發 1,079 

12.play on the road 在客場比賽 1,047 

13.victory in a row 連續的勝利 962 

14.basketball scouts and 

journalists 

籃球球探及記者 910 

15.from the foul line 從罰球線上 908 

16.turn the ball over 失誤 879 

17.the Eastern Conference 

Final 

東區冠軍賽 807 

18.the Western 

Conference Final 

西區冠軍賽 824 

19.to lead the charge 帶頭衝鋒 670 

20.from the charity stripe 從罰球線上 618 

21.player in double 

figures 

得分上雙位數的球員 582 

22.on the offensive glass 在進攻籃板方面 572 

23.on the defensive glass 在防守籃板方面 563 

24.minutes off the bench 板凳球員的上場時間 516 

25.an unrestricted free 

agent 

不受限自由球員 492 

Table 14 presents 25 items of 4 grams related to basketball English appearing 

only in the web corpus. Chinese translation and the frequency of each 4 gram in the 

web corpus are provided. Additionally, the present study chose ten phrases to discuss 

in the following paragraphs. They are score in double figures, player of the week, from 

beyond the arc, points in the paint, points off the bench, come off the bench, turn the 

ball over, from the charity stripe, to lead the charge and players in double figures.  

The first 4 gram discussed is the item number 1 score in double figures. This 

phrase appears for 4,484 times in the web basketball English corpus. It means to score 

double-digit points in a basketball game. For example, “Seven of the eight Lakers who 

played tonight scored in double figures. Kelly set a new career-high with 26 points, 

while Farmar had 21 in his first game back from injury.” 
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The second phrase is item number 2 player of the week, which appears for 2,911 

times in the basketball English web corpus. In basketball English, player of the week 

is a phrase frequently used. It often appears on the weekends after a week of 

basketball games. The league will choose a player who has the best performance in 

that week to receive the player of the week honor. One example sentence in the web 

corpus can show how it is used. “Anthony was also named NBA Player of the 

Week twice (March 10, 2004 – March 14, 2004 and April 6, 2004 – April 10, 2004) 

and was a unanimous NBA All-Rookie First Team selection.”  

The third 4 gram discussed is item number 4 from beyond the arc, which appears 

for 2252 times in the web corpus. In basketball English, from beyond the arc indicates 

from the place behind the three-point line. It is often used when players shoot three 

point shot. For instance, “Nick Young gets the nod today after scoring a season-high 

29 points on just 13 field goal attempts. Young hit 5 of 7 shots from beyond the arc.” 

The fourth phrase the present study will discuss is item number 6 points in the 

paint. In basketball English, paint refers to the place near the basket. This area is often 

painted. Points in the paint means the points players get from making shots in the 

paint area. For example, “Detroit's first 64 points tonight came on 57 points in the 

paint and seven points from the line, with their first made jump shot not coming until 

mid-way through the third quarter.” 

The fifth 4 gram is item number 8 points off the bench. In a basketball game, 

there are five starters and seven bench players. Bench players are the backups for the 

starters. The phrase points off the bench indicates the points bench players get in a 

game. Take one sentence in the web corpus for example, “Matt Barnes tied his 

season-high with 21 points off the bench, while fellow reserve Jamal Crawford 

finished the game with 17.” 

The sixth phrase discussed is item number 11 come off the bench. This phrase is 
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used to describe the bench players checking in the game to replace the starters. For 

example, “he came off the bench with a fearless nature and had no fear in taking, and 

more importantly making big time 3s.” From that sentence, it can be inferred that the 

bench player has confidence in himself to shoot the three point shots although he is 

not a starter.  

The seventh 4 gram is item number 16 turn the ball over. In basketball games, 

the offensive team gets the ball which is handled by one of the players. If the ball 

handler loses the ball to his opponents, he turns the ball over. For instance, “the team 

fought hard, played solid defense, but really struggled to score points and turned the 

ball over way too many times.” 

The eighth phrase is the item number 20 from the charity stripe. In basketball 

games, players will go to the free throw line to make shots if they are fouled by 

opponents. When shooting the free throw, no opponent will defend the free throw 

shooter. It is relatively easy to shoot free throw and score. If players foul their 

opponents, they will send them to the free throw line to get easy shots. It is like doing 

charity to give points to the opponents. Therefore, free throw line can also be named 

charity stripe. From the charity stripe also means from the free throw line. Take one 

sentence in the web corpus for example, “Dwayne Wade knocked down another 2 

shots from the charity stripe, with the game finishing 103 - 97 to the Heat.” 

The ninth 4 gram is item number 19 to lead the charge. This phrase means to 

lead the whole team to fight hard against the opponents in a game. For example, 

“James came through with 27 points and 13 assists to lead the charge.” 

The last 4 gram discussed is item number 21 players in double figures. This 

phrase indicates the player who scores double-digit points. For instance, “The Blazers 

had 5 players in double figures led by LaMarcus Aldridge's 30.”  

After the discussion of ten 4 grams in table 14, the present study found them 
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related to basketball English according to their frequency and relevance to basketball 

English. Therefore, it is suggested the basketball English teaching material include the 

abovementioned 4 grams to enrich its phrases. 

4.3 Comparison of Collocation 

 In this section, the present study chose three common words from each category 

of both word lists and compared their collocation combination between the web 

corpus and the teaching material. Sketch Engine‟s word sketch tool serves as the tool 

to do the comparison work. As mentioned earlier in chapter 3, word sketch tool can 

display all the possible collocation combinations of a word. As shown in Figure 13, 

the current research presents the collocations of the common word assist in basketball 

English web corpus. Sketch engine‟s word sketch function will sort all the 

collocations based on frequency and score. Frequency means the times a certain 

collocation appears in the web corpus. Score indicates the strength of the collocation. 

Take the collocation career for example, its frequency is 170 and its score is 8.6. 

Word sketch function sorts the collocations into different categories based on the idea 

of modifier. For example, there are three main categories called modifier of assist, 

nouns and verbs modified by assist, and verbs with assist as object.  
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Figure 13 : An example of assist in web corpus by word sketch.   

 The present study, however, reorganizes those collocations based on four types 

for the convenience of better comprehension. The four types include adj+target word,  

noun+target word, target word+noun and verb+target word. Preposition will not be 

listed as a type of collocation. To select collocation related to basketball English, the 

present work will first eliminate collocations of general English such as most assist 

and more assist. Then collocations not related to basketball will also be excluded. For 

example, hockey assist is about another kind of sport and thus this combination will 

not be included. Finally, the present study will refer to the collocation strength score 

when selecting collocates. Additionally, the present work will also utilize the 

concordance tool to go back to the original context to check how those collocations 

are used in basketball English.  

In the following paragraphs, the present study will present the comparison of 

collocations of 18 common words in basketball English web corpus and basketball 

English teaching material Fast Break. Chinese translation will also be provided for 

reference.  
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As shown in Table 15, the present study compares the collocations of the word 

assist between the web corpus and teaching material. Assist means to pass the ball to 

another player who then can successfully make the shot with that pass. From the 

collocates in the teaching material, it is shown that there is only an adjective total as 

the collocation of assist. On the other hand, the collocation combinations of assist 

generated from the web basketball English corpus contains more items. For 

adj+assist, there are total and average. For noun+assist, there is double-digit. For 

assist+noun, there are total and number. When the readers want to learn the 

combinations of verb+assist, the web corpus provides many verbs that often appear 

before assist such as dish, tally, pass, collect, have and distribute. In the web corpus, 

there are more collocation combinations of the word assist than the teaching material. 

Table 15 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Assist.  

Types of Collocation assist (noun) 助攻 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +assist total 總, average 平均  total 總 

noun+assist double-digit 雙位數, 

career 生涯 

 

assist+noun number 數量, total 總數  

verb+assist dish 傳出, add 增加,  

tally 得到,  

contribute 貢獻,  

pass 傳出, collect 得到, 

have 得到, notch 得到, 

supply 提供,  

distribute 傳出 

 

As shown in Table 16, the current research displays the collocation comparison 

of the second common word playoff. Playoff means the game series after the regular 

season where 16 teams are fighting for the championship. In the noun+playoff type of 

collocation, both the web corpus and the teaching material provide the noun 

conference as a common collocation combination. In the playoff+noun type, there are 
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also three common nouns appearing after playoff which are berth, appearance and 

performance. In the verb+playoff type, miss, reach, and make are the common verbs 

both the web corpus and the teaching material include. Nevertheless, the web corpus 

provides many collocates the teaching material does not include. For example, there 

are the adjectives like western and eastern, and nouns like contention, contender, 

record, team, seed and spot. For the verb+playoff type, there are verbs such as enter, 

clinch, sweep and end. 

Table 16 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Playoff. 

Types of Collocation playoff (noun) 季後賽 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +playoff western 西區,  

eastern 東區 

 

noun+playoff conference 區 conference 區 

playoff+noun berth 席次,  

appearance 登場, 

performance 表現,  

game 比賽,  

contention 爭奪, 

contender 競爭者,  

record 紀錄, team 球隊, 

history 歷史,  

matchup 對戰,  

experience 經驗,  

seed 種子順位,  

spot 席次,  

series 系列賽 

berth 席次,  

appearance 登場, 

performance 表現,  

success 成功, 

verb+playoff miss 錯失,  

reach 進入,make 進入, 

enter 進入, clinch 擠進, 

sweep 橫掃, end 結束 

miss 錯失, reach 進入, 

make 進入 

As illustrated in table 17, it can be seen that the collocation similarity exists in 

the noun+draft and verb+draft types. Both the web corpus and the textbook have the 

collocation combination nba draft and enter draft. However, the web corpus includes 
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more collocates in the noun+draft and draft+noun types. For example, there are 

combinations like draft pick, draft lottery, draft choice, draft class, draft selection, 

draft profile, and draft expert. Nevertheless, the teaching material does not include 

any collocates in this type. 

Table 17 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Draft.  

Types of Collocation draft (noun) 選秀 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +draft   

noun+draft nba, first-round 第一輪, 

second-round 第二輪, 

rookie 菜鳥 

nba 

draft+noun pick 選中, lottery 樂透, 

choice 選擇, class 梯次, 

selection 選擇,  

profile 概況, expert 專家 

 

verb+draft enter 進入,  enter 進入 

As illustrated in Table 18, the present study shows the collocation comparison of 

the word possession. In basketball games, a team holding the ball means the team has 

the possession. The only one common collocation included by both the web corpus 

and the teaching material is the verb gain. For the difference, the teaching material 

has one exclusive collocate which is the adjective new. The web corpus, on the other 

hand, has much more collocates than the teaching material. For the type of 

adj+possession, there are empty, extra, final, consecutive, back-to-back and offensive. 

For the verbs, the web corpus also provides six more collocates. They are retain, 

regain, ensure, maintain, take and lose. 

Table 18 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Possession. 

Types of Collocation possession (noun) 球權 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +possession empty 空的(未得分的), 

extra 多出, final 最後的, 

consecutive 連續的, 

new 新的 
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back-to-back 連續的, 

offensive 進攻端的 

noun+possession   

possession+noun   

verb+possession gain 獲得, retain 保留, 

regain 再度取得,  

ensure 確保,  

maintain 保留, take 取得, 

lose 失去  

gain 獲得 

As shown in Table 19, the present study displays the collocation comparison of 

the word score. Two common collocates both provided by the web corpus and the 

teaching material are the noun box and the verb tie. In addition to the similarity, the 

web corpus includes many collocations that the teaching material does not have. They 

are the adjectives final, average, total, high, low and easy. For the noun+score type, 

there are halftime, game and team. For the score+noun type, there is the noun stat. 

For the verb+score type, there are verbs even, make and push. 

Table 19 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Score. 

Types of Collocation score (noun) 比分，得分 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +score final 最終,  

average 平均的,  

total 總共, high高, low低, 

easy 輕鬆的 

 

noun+score box 圖表, halftime 半場, 

game 比賽, team 球隊 

box 圖表 

score+noun stat 數據  

verb+score tie 追平, even 追平,  

knot 總結, push 增加 

tie 追平 

As shown in Table 20, the current research presents the collocation comparison 

of the common word roster. Roster means all the players as a team. There is no 

common collocation shared by the web corpus and the teaching material. However, it 

can be seen that the web corpus includes more collocates than the teaching material. 
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Web corpus includes the adjectives for roster that the teaching material does not have 

such as current, talented, young, and final. For the roster+noun collocation, there are 

also roster report, roster change and roster depth. For the verbs, the teaching material 

only provides readjust while the web corpus can provide strengthen, upgrade, 

balance, build, rebuild, construct and improve. 

Table 20 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Roster. 

Types of Collocation roster (noun) 陣容 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +roster current 目前的,  

talented 有天賦的,  

young 年輕的,  

senior 年長的,  

final 最終  

immature 不成熟的 

noun+roster 12-man 十二人  

roster+noun report 報告, spot 位置, 

move 更動, change 更動, 

depth 深度, decision 決定 

 

verb+roster strengthen 強化,  

upgrade 強化,  

balance 平衡,  

build 建造, rebuild 重建, 

construct 建造,  

improve 增進,  

readjust 重新調整 

As shown in Table 21, the current research presents the collocation comparison 

of the common word defender. For the collocation of this word, the teaching material 

only shares a common collocate with the web corpus. That is the verb beat. In general, 

the web corpus includes more collocates. For the adj+defender type, the web corpus 

includes 9 adjectives. They are solid, lockdown, interior, good, versatile, excellent, 

strong, small and tough. The teaching material provides only two adjectives and they 

are big and outside. For the noun+defender type, the web corpus includes five nouns 

elite, perimeter, on-ball, wing and low-post. The teaching material, on the other hand, 
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does not include any collocation for this type. For the verbs, the web corpus contains 

6 verbs beat, draw, split, punish, overpower and switch. The teaching material, 

however, includes only three verbs beat, place and leave. 

Table 21 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Defender. 

Types of Collocation defender (noun) 防守者 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +defender solid 堅固的,  

lockdown 頑強的,  

interior 內線的,  

good 好的,  

versatile 多功能的, 

excellent 優秀的,  

strong強的, small 矮小的, 

tough 強悍的 

big 高大的,  

outside 外線的 

 

noun+defender elite 菁英, perimeter 外線, 

on-ball 持球, wing 側翼, 

low-post 低位 

 

defender+noun   

verb+defender beat 擊敗, draw 吸引,  

split 分開, punish 懲罰, 

overpower 擊敗,  

switch 交換 

beat 擊敗, place 放置, 

leave 離開 

Table 22 presents the collocation comparison of the common word shooter. The 

only common collocation is the adjective good, which is also the only collocation the 

teaching material includes for the word shooter. The web corpus, on the other hand, 

provides more collocates. For example, it includes 7 adjectives to describe a shooter. 

They are pure, good, deadly, great, excellent, poor and reliable. For the noun+shooter 

type of collocation, the web corpus provides three-point, perimeter, free-throw, 

spot-up, jump, mid-range and long-range. For the verb+shooter type, the web corpus 

also has challenge, chase, open, guard, stop and pick. 
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Table 22 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Shooter. 

Types of Collocation shooter (noun) 射手 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +shooter pure 純粹的,  

good 優秀的,  

deadly 致命的,  

great 優秀的,  

excellent 優秀的,  

poor 差勁的,  

reliable 可靠的 

good 優秀的 

noun+shooter three-point 三分, 

perimeter 外線,  

free-throw 罰球,  

spot-up 定點, jump 跳投, 

mid-range 中距離, 

long-range 長距離 

 

shooter+noun   

verb+shooter challenge 挑戰,  

chase 緊追,  

open 為射手製造空檔, 

guard 防守, stop 守住, 

pick 對上 

 

As illustrated in Table 23, the present study compares the collocation of the 

common word basket. Basket means not only the hardware equipment for players to 

shoot the ball into but also refers to a shot successfully made by a player. In terms of 

the similarity, the web corpus and the teaching material both include the verb protect 

as collocation. For the difference, it is shown that the teaching material has only one 

collocation. Nevertheless, the web corpus provides more collocates. For the adjectives, 

the web corpus presents adjectives like easy, game-winning and back-to-back which 

can be put before the word basket. For the noun+basket type of collocation, there are 

nouns like transition, go-ahead, three-point and clutch. As for the verb, web corpus 

includes many more collocates except protect. For example, there are trade, attack, 

exchange, hit, score, make, drive, dunk, and sink. 
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Table 23 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Basket. 

Types of Collocation basket (noun) 籃框，進球 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +basket easy 輕鬆的, 

game-winning 致勝的, 

back-to-back 連續的 

 

noun+basket transition 攻守轉換, 

go-ahead 接球後進攻, 

three-point 三分,  

clutch 關鍵時刻 

 

basket+noun   

verb+basket protect 保護, trade 交換, 

attack 進攻,  

exchange 交換, hit 投進, 

score 得到, make 投進, 

drive 切入, dunk 灌籃, 

sink 投進 

protect 保護 

As shown in Table 24, the current study shows the collocation comparison of the 

word range. Range refers to the distance between the player and the basket. The 

teaching material includes only a collocation in the noun+range type. It is three-point 

range. On the other hand, the web corpus includes other types of combinations. For 

the adjectives, there are wide, long, close, shooting, mid and deep. For the 

noun+range type, there are nouns three-point and two-point which can be put before 

range. As for the verbs, the web corpus shows that verbs like expand, extend, develop, 

find and broaden can be put before range. 

Table 24 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Range. 

Types of Collocation range (noun) 距離 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +range wide 寬, long 長,  

close 離籃框較近的 , 

shooting 投射, mid 中, 

deep 長 

 

noun+range three-point 三分球, 

two-point 兩分球 

three-point 三分球 
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range+noun   

verb+range expand 延展, extend 延展, 

develop 發展, find 找到, 

broaden 延展 

 

As illustrated in Table 25, the current study presents the collocation comparison 

of the word floor. Floor not only means the basketball court but also the space on the 

court. In the teaching material, there is no collocation for the word floor. However, 

the web corpus provides four types of collocation. For the adjective, the web corpus 

shows us that open can be put before floor. For the nouns, there are collocations home 

floor, floor spacing and floor vision. As for the verbs, space, stretch and run can serve 

as the verb before the word floor. 

Table 25 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Floor.  

Types of Collocation floor (noun) 場地，視野，空檔 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +floor open 空檔  

noun+floor home 主場  

floor+noun spacing 拉開空檔,  

vision 視野 

 

verb+floor space 拉開空檔,  

stretch 拉開空檔,  

run 跑動 

 

As shown in Table 26, the present research compares the collocation of the word 

turnover. In basketball games, a turnover occurs when a team loses possession of the 

ball to its opponent before a player takes a shot. As shown in Table 20, the teaching 

material only has two adjectives as the collocates for turnover. They are total and 

triple. The web corpus, on the other hand, includes other collocates. For the adjective, 

there are costly, careless, many, few and unforced. For the noun+turnover type, there 

is first-half. For the turnover+noun collocation, there are nouns like number, total, 

rate, machine, percentage and problem which can appear after turnover. For the verbs, 

the web corpus displays 9 verbs that can be used with turnover. They are force, 
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commit, limit, cause, create, have, minimize, avoid and reduce. 

Table 26 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Turnover. 

Types of Collocation turnover (noun) 失誤 

web corpus teaching material 

adj+turnover costly 代價高的,  

careless 不小心的, 

many 許多, few 些許, 

unforced 非受迫性的,   

total 總共, triple 連三 

noun+turnover first-half 上半場  

turnover+noun number 數量, total 總數, 

rate 比率,  

machine 製造機, 

percentage 比率,  

problem 問題,  

 

verb+turnover force 壓迫, commit 產生, 

limit 限制, cause 造成, 

create 製造, have 有, 

minimize 降低,  

avoid 避免, reduce 減少,  

 

  As shown in Table 27, the current research presents the collocation comparison 

of the common word rebound between the web corpus and the teaching material. 

A rebound is a statistic awarded to a player who retrieves the ball after a 

missed shot or free throw. For the combination of adj+rebound, there are defensive 

rebound and offensive rebound which are included by the web corpus and the teaching 

material. The web corpus has one more adjective total in this type of collocation. For 

the noun+rebound type of collocation, there is the noun career. For the 

rebound+noun type of collocation, rebound total is the collocation shared by both the 

web corpus and the teaching material. Additionally, the web corpus still has nouns 

average, battle, advantage, margin, edge and putback. As for the verbs, the teaching 

material provides only grab and seek. The web corpus, on the other hand, includes 

grab, pull, add, get, collect, have, corral, secure, snare, contribute, snatch, gather and 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basketball_(ball)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_goal_(basketball)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_throw
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control. 

Table 27 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Rebound. 

Types of Collocation rebound (noun) 籃板 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +rebound defensive 防守,  

offensive 進攻, total 總共,   

defensive 防守,  

offensive 進攻 

noun+rebound career 生涯  

rebound+noun total 總數, average 平均, 

battle 爭搶戰,  

advantage 優勢,  

margin 差距, edge 差距, 

putback 搶籃板後立刻得

分 

total 總數 

verb+rebound grab 抓, pull 抓, add 得到, 

get 得到, collect 得到, 

have 有, corral 得到, 

secure 鞏固, snare 抓, 

contribute 貢獻, snatch 抓, 

gather 得到, control 控制 

grab 抓, seek 爭奪 

As illustrated in Table 28, the present study presents the collocation comparison 

of the word pass. The word pass means the throwing of a ball from a player to his 

teammate. From all the collocation combinations of the word pass generated from the 

teaching material, there are three collocations of adj+pass. They are bad pass, easy 

pass and good pass. For the combination of verb+pass, there is only receive pass 

collocation combination.  

On the other hand, the basketball English web corpus includes many other types 

of collocations. For the collocation type adj+pass, there are four combinations which 

are inbounds pass, extra pass, nice pass, and perfect pass. For the noun+pass type, 

the web corpus includes bounce pass, alley-oop pass and no-look pass. In addition, 

the web corpus also includes many collocates in the type verb+pass. There are receive, 

catch, complete, throw, intercept, steal, deflect and deliver which can serve as the 
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verbs before the word pass. 

Table 28 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Pass. 

Types of Collocation pass (noun) 傳球 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +pass inbounds 場外向場內的, 

extra 多的, nice 好的, 

perfect 完美的  

bad 差勁的, good 好的, 

easy 輕鬆的 

noun+pass bounce 地板,  

alley-oop 空中接力, 

no-look 不看隊員, 

 

pass+noun interference 攔截, 

deflection 干擾,  

attempt 嘗試 

 

 

verb+pass receive 接到, catch 接到, 

complete 完成,  

throw 擲出,  

intercept 抄截, steal 抄截, 

deflect 干擾, deliver 傳出 

receive 接到 

 As shown in Table 29, the current research presents the collocation comparison 

of the common word shot. A shot indicates a ball thrown by a player toward the hoop. 

For the combination of adj+shot, the web corpus has adjectives blocked, open, free 

and game-winning. The teaching material has three adjectives long-ranged, stand-still 

and tough. In the noun+shot type of collocation, the web corpus includes jump, foul, 

three-point and charity. The teaching material, on the other hand, has hook, 

three-point, bank and dribble. As for the shot+noun collocation, the web corpus 

contains attempt, selection, clock, blocker and creator. However, the teaching material 

only has the collocation shot attempt. As for the verbs, the web corpus and the 

teaching material share six common collocates. They are make, block, shoot, miss, 

take and have. Additionally, the web corpus still has seven more verbs as the 

collocates of shot. They are hit, create, sink, fire, contest, nail and force. 
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Table 29 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Shot. 

Types of Collocation shot (noun) 投籃，投出的一球 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +shot blocked 被蓋火鍋的, 

open 有空檔的, free 罰球, 

game-winning 致勝的   

long-ranged 遠距離, 

stand-still 立定,  

tough 高難度的 

noun+shot jump 跳, foul 罰球, 

three-point 三分,  

charity 罰球 

hook 勾射,  

three-point 三分,  

bank 擦板,  

dribble 運球後 

shot+noun attempt 嘗試,  

selection 選擇,  

clock 進攻時間,  

blocker 阻功者,  

creator 製造者 

attempt 嘗試 

verb+shot make 投進, block 封蓋, 

shoot 投籃, miss 錯失,  

take 投籃, have 投籃,  

hit 投進, create 製造,  

sink 投進, fire 投籃, 

contest 嘗試干擾,  

nail 投進, force 壓迫 

make 投進, block 封蓋, 

shoot 投籃, miss 錯失, 

take 投籃, have 投籃 

 As shown in Table 30, the present study illustrates the collocation comparison of 

the word layup. In basketball, a layup refers to a two-point attempt by a player laying 

up the ball with one hand to put it into the rim. The teaching material has only three 

collocation combinations for this word, which belong to the adj+layup type of 

collocation. They are the three adjectives easy, reverse and driving. The web corpus, 

nevertheless, includes four types of collocations. For the adjectives, the web corpus 

has easy, reverse, driving, uncontested, acrobatic, game-winning, left-handed and 

wide-open. For the noun+layup collocation, there are breakaway, fast-break, 

go-ahead, transition and tip. As for layup+noun combination, there is the noun 

attempt. In terms of the verbs, the web corpus shows that there are 10 verbs which can 

be put before layup. They are convert, miss, hit, sink, block, attempt, make, finish, 
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scoop and score. 

Table 30 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Layup.  

Types of Collocation layup (noun) 上籃 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +layup easy輕鬆的, reverse 反手, 

driving 切入,  

uncontested 無人干擾的, 

acrobatic 特技的, 

game-winning 致勝的, 

left-handed 左手, 

wide-open 大空檔的 

easy輕鬆的, reverse 反手, 

driving 切入 

noun+layup breakaway 偷跑, 

fast-break 快攻,  

go-ahead 接球後直接, 

transition 攻守轉換,  

tip 點球 

 

layup+noun attempt 嘗試  

verb+layup convert 成功完成, 

miss 錯失,  

hit 成功完成, 

sink 成功完成,  

block 封蓋, attempt 嘗試, 

make 成功完成, 

finish 完成,  

scoop 成功完成,  

score 成功完成, 

 

  As shown in Table 31, the current research presents the collocation comparison 

of the word foul. In basketball, foul refers to violating the basketball rules. For the 

adj+foul type of collocation, there are six common collocation combinations included 

in the web corpus and the teaching material. They are the adjectives technical, 

flagrant, personal, offensive, intentional and unsportsmanlike. In addition to the 

similarity, the teaching material has one exclusive item double while the web corpus 

has six exclusive items. They are the adjectives early, silly, common, questionable, 

hard and quick. For the foul+noun collocation, web corpus has the noun trouble while 
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the teaching material has the nouns strategy, and shot. For the verb+foul combination, 

the teaching material does not include any verb but the web corpus provides seven 

options which are commit, draw, call, assess, receive, get, and pick up. 

Table 31 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Foul. 

Types of Collocation foul (noun) 犯規 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +foul technical 技術,  

flagrant 惡意,  

personal 個人,  

offensive 進攻,  

intentional 故意, 

unsportsmanlike 違反運

動道德的,  

early 比賽早期,  

silly 愚笨的,  

common 常見的, 

questionable 值得懷疑的, 

hard 用力的,  

quick 迅速的 

technical 技術,  

flagrant 惡意的,  

personal 個人,  

offensive 進攻,  

intentional 故意, 

unsportsmanlike 違反運

動道德的 

double 雙方 

noun+foul   

foul+noun trouble 麻煩 strategy 戰術, shot 罰球 

verb+foul commit 犯了規,  

draw 引起對方犯規,  

call 吹哨給犯規,  

assess 評估, receive 收到, 

get 收到, pick up 收到 

 

As illustrated in Table 32, the current study displays the collocation comparison 

of the common word charge. Charge refers to the illegal contact of the body from the 

ball carrier to bump into the defender. There are few collocations for this word. The 

teaching material only has one collocation combination of charge foul. The web 

corpus has three collocations. They are the charge foul in the charge+noun type and 

two verbs draw and take which can be put before charge. 
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Table 32 : Collocation Comparison of the Common Word Charge.  

Types of Collocation charge (noun) 撞人犯規 

web corpus teaching material 

adj +charge   

noun+charge   

charge+noun foul 犯規 foul 犯規 

verb+charge draw 引起對方製造,  

take 引起對方製造 

 

After comparing the 18 common words‟ collocations between the web basketball 

English corpus and the basketball English teaching material, the present study found 

that even though there are some common collocation combinations shared by the web 

corpus and the teaching material, the web corpus in general can provide basketball 

English learners with more collocations. To make the teaching material‟s collocations 

teaching more complete, it is suggested that the teaching material cooperate with the 

web corpus to gain more insights to enrich its collocations.  

4.4 Building Basketball English Word List and Phrase List 

 In addition to vocabulary, phrase and collocation comparison, the present study 

completed a further step by compiling a basketball English word list and phrase list. 

The content is based on the teaching material Fast Break and the basketball English 

web corpus built by the current research. For the word list, the present study selected 

words related to basketball English from the 1799 common words of the web corpus 

and the teaching material. Additionally, the current research also chose vocabulary 

from the 4201 words only appearing in the web corpus. As for the phrase list, the 

present study built the bundles also based on the common items of the web corpus and 

Fast Break. Furthermore, the exclusive phrases related to basketball English only 

appearing in the web corpus were included as well.  

 The final outcome includes a basketball English word list and a phrase list. The 
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word list contains 310 basketball English words divided into six categories which are 

league, game, court, statistics, people and movement. The basketball English phrase 

list includes 147 phrases divided into three categories, 2 gram, 3 gram and 4 gram. As 

shown in Table 33, there are columns of words, parts of speech, Chinese translation 

and the source. The source column indicates where the word or phrase comes from. 

Some are included by the web corpus and the teaching material Fast Break, the others, 

however, appear only in the web corpus. Appendix B illustrates the basketball English 

word list built by the present study while Appendix C demonstrates the basketball 

English phrase list. 

Table 33 : An Example of the Basketball English Word List 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

CONCLUSION 

 The present study compared the lexical item list of a well-written basketball 

English teaching material and the lexical item list of the web basketball English 

corpus. Additionally, the current study also explored the difference and similarity of 

collocations between web corpus and the teaching material. A basketball English word 

list and a phrase list were also compiled by the current research. The major purpose is 

to explore the potential of the web corpus to benefit and enrich the teaching material. 

In this chapter, section 5.1 will present the major findings in the present study. Section 

5.2 will display the pedagogical implication. Section 5.3 will illustrate the limitation 

of the present study and the suggestions for future research. 

5.1 Summary of Major Findings 

 This section illustrates the summary of the results which respond to the research 

questions raised at the end of Chapter one. First, the comparison of word list shows 

that the web corpus includes many vocabulary items of basketball English that the 

teaching material does not list. Second, the comparison of phrase list presents that 

there are many basketball English phrases provided by the web corpus but those 

phrases are not included by the teaching material. Last, the collocation comparison of 

common basketball English words illustrates many collocations the web corpus can 

provide but the teaching material cannot. 

 Based on the comparison between the web corpus word list and the teaching 

material word list, the most obvious finding is that the web corpus word list includes 

150 words related to basketball English which are not listed in the teaching material. 

According to the abovementioned finding, the current study has a positive answer to 

confirm that the web basketball English corpus can enrich the vocabulary of 
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basketball English teaching material. The basketball English word list compiled by 

the current research based on the teaching material and the web corpus also 

demonstrates that a specialized web corpus can cooperate with the teaching material 

to form a robust word list. 

 To answer the second research question, the current study compared the phrase 

lists of the web basketball English corpus and the phrase lists of the basketball 

English teaching material. The results of this comparison show that the web corpus 

phrase list includes 119 basketball English phrases which the teaching material does 

not have. The current research also combined the teaching material Fast Break and the 

basketball English web corpus together to form a robust phrase list. This finding 

indicates that the web corpus can contribute to enrich phrases in the teaching material 

by providing more phrases. 

For the third research question, the result of the collocation comparison of 18 

common basketball English words has shown that web corpus provides more 

collocates than the teaching material. This finding presents that the corpus has the 

advantage and potential to generate more collocations than the teaching material. The 

result confirms that the basketball English web corpus can benefit the teaching 

material to enrich its collocations. 

5.2 Pedagogical Implication 

 In Taiwan, there are many basketball fans. It can be seen that many basketball 

fans enjoy playing basketball on the basketball courts. In addition to playing the sport, 

dozens of basketball lovers watch the NBA game live broadcast and related news. To 

improve their comprehension, some authors published basketball English books. A 

well-written one is Fast Break by Wu and Hsu (2012). The book contains rich content 

including the introduction to the league, players, rules, basketball courts, basketball 
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equipments, basketball skills and even the basketball strategy. Aside from written 

texts, visual aids like graphs and pictures are also provided. Readers can actually 

benefit a lot from reading the book.  

 Nevertheless, the teaching material was not written based on a robust corpus. In 

a modern society where internet and web pages are so prevalent, it is inevitable for 

people to have contact with the internet world where lots of texts are available. After 

collecting texts of basketball English on the internet, the present study built a 

specialized web corpus composed of about 70,000,000 words related to basketball 

English on the web pages. Through the help of the concordancer Sketch Engine, the 

present study formed web corpus lexical item lists and the teaching material lexical 

item lists. By comparing the lexical item lists of the web corpus with the lexical item 

lists of the teaching material, the current study found that the web corpus contains 

many lexical items the teaching material does not include. Additionally, the basketball 

English web corpus provides more collocations than the basketball English teaching 

material.  

 The finding that the web corpus includes many lexical items which are not listed 

in the teaching material indicates that a specialized web corpus can provide lexical 

information beyond the teaching material‟s coverage. The authors of the basketball 

English teaching material can consult the web basketball English corpus to strengthen 

and enrich its words and phrases. Therefore, readers of the teaching material can learn 

more lexical items related to basketball English and thus they can have a better 

comprehension when they are browsing the internet, watching live broadcast and 

reading news related to basketball in English. 

 In addition to the comparison work, the present research built a basketball 

English word list and a phrase list based on the teaching material and the web corpus. 

The present word list and phrase list are expected to benefit teachers who want to 
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teach basketball English to their students and people who want to learn basketball 

English by themselves. By referring to the present word list and phrase list, they can 

not only acquire the core vocabulary and phrases in the teaching material but also get 

to explore more basketball English words and phrases with the help of web corpus. 

 The last finding presents that the web corpus provides many collocations the 

teaching material does not include. With the help of the web corpus, the teaching 

material‟s authors can also include more collocations of basketball English words into 

the teaching material if they will have a new edition to include more collocations. 

With more complete and robust collocation coverage, the readers of the teaching 

material can understand the words better and know how to use them. 

5.3 Limitation and Suggestion for Future Research 

 There are some limitations of the current study. The first limitation is that there is 

only one basketball English teaching material selected in the present study. Given that 

there are few basketball English books published in the book market, Fast Break 

written by Wu and Hsu (2012) is the most robust and complete one. Nevertheless, the 

fact that only one book was chosen in the present study is a limitation because the 

total amount of words in a book is relatively small. There are only about 16,000 

words in the teaching material. To overcome the limitation, it is suggested that the 

future research include more books to collect more texts and gain more types of 

lexical items. 

 The second limitation is the criteria set to choose lexical items in the web corpus. 

Since the web basketball English corpus has around 70,000,000 words in total, it is 

difficult to examine and explore every type of word and phrase. Due to this limitation, 

the current study may ignore some lexical items which appear not so frequently. 

Future related research can try to explore more types of words and phrases which do 
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not appear so frequently in the web corpus. 

 The third limitation is the categorization of the vocabulary of basketball English. 

The present study categorized all the words into six categories which are league, 

game, people, statistic, court and movement according to the basketball English book 

Fast Break. Nevertheless, basketball is a sport of decades of history. It is 

recommended that the future research consult basketball professionals to adopt a more 

detailed way to categorize basketball English vocabulary. 

 The fourth limitation goes to the building of the present basketball English word 

list and phrase list. Given that the present research compiled the lists based on the 

teaching material and the web corpus, it is possible that there are still some basketball 

English words and phrases missed by the present work due to the lack of professional 

basketball knowledge. 

 Last, the current study was designed to investigate the potential of a specialized 

web basketball English corpus to enrich lexical and collocation content in a basketball 

English teaching material. This thesis includes only one type of sport. It is 

recommended that future related research be undertaken in different kinds of sports 

like baseball English and golf English to contribute to the lexical items and 

collocations in other fields of sports English.   
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Appendices 

Appendix A. List of 202 Seed Words Related to Basketball English 

point guard, shooting guard, small forward, power forward, center, scorer, 

shooter, defender, bench, backup, starter, starting lineup, shoot, shot, layup, 

driving layup, jumper, pass, dish out, dunk, slam hook, ,clutch, miss, alley oop, 

footer, quarter, rebound, board, half, assist, turnover, 3 pointer, threes, foul, 

technical foul, steal, halftime, intermission, block, free throw, season high, 

average, career high, double double, triple double, field goal, double digits, 

franchise record, shooting percentage, field goal percentage, from the field,  

from the floor, fast break point, second chance point, paint, lane, range, court, glass, 

rim, basket, post, buzzer, perimeter, free throw line, stripe, from the line, locker 

room, long range, from 3 point range, from behind the arc, from beyond the arc, out 

of bounds, season, lineup, score, aggressive, opponent, hit, bury, basket, bucket, 

convert, connect, drain, nail, sink, knock down, net, notch, collect, chip in, coach, 

run, defense, offense, streak, overtime, outscore, franchise, pick, commit, trail, 

possession, tie, edge, drop, snap, down the stretch, teammate, scoreless, defeat, 

outrebound, possession, match, transition, timeout, conference, offseason, draft, 

inbounds, rotation, official, eject, charge, playoff, shootaround, swingman, trade, 

road trip, fast break, losing streak, winning streak, off the bench, on the road, back 

to back, in a row, on the bench, the offensive end, the defensive end, on the boards, 

pick and roll, the offensive glass, three point play, in the post, one on one, Denver 

Nuggets, Minnesota Timberwolves, Oklahoma City Thunder, 

Portland Trail Blazers, Utah Jazz, Golden State Warriors, Los Angeles clippers, 

Phoenix Suns, Sacramento Kings, Dallas Mavericks, Houston Rockets, 

Memphis Grizzlies, San Antonio Spurs, New Orleans Pelicans, Boston Celtics, 

New Jersey Nets, New York Knicks, Philadelphia 76ers, Toronto Raptors, 

Chicago Bulls, Cleveland Cavaliers, Detroit Pistons, Indiana Pacers, 

Milwaukee Bucks, Atlanta Hawks, Charlotte Hornets, Miami Heat, Orlando Magic, 

Washington Wizards, NBA, Regular Season MVP, Rookie of the Year, Defensive 

Player of the Year, NBA Finals MVP, personal foul, offensive foul, block out, 

double team, dribble, pick and roll, triple team, crossover, fade away, finger roll, 

windmill dunk, coast to coast, low post, high post, ankle breaker, bank shot, goal 

tending, assist, intentional foul, jump shot, traveling 
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Appendix B. Basketball English Word List (310 words in total) 

Category: League (32 

words) 

Chinese Translation Source 

1.team(n)  球隊 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.season(n) 球季 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.league(n) 聯盟 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.pick(v) 在選秀中選中某球員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.conference(n) 分區(東區，西區) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

6.final(n) 決賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

7.series(n) 系列賽(七戰四勝制) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

8.playoff(n) 季後賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

9.draft(n) 選秀 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

10.title(n) 冠軍頭銜 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

11.trade(v) 球員的交易 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

12.contract(n) 合約 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

13.franchise(n) 球隊 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

14.matchup(n) 對戰 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

15.division(n) 分區(亞特蘭大區，中央

區，東南區，西北區，太

平洋區及西南區) 

Web Corpus, Fast Break 

16.standing(n) 排行 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

17.ring(n) 總冠軍戒指 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

18.seed(n) 季後賽種子 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

19.championship(n) 冠軍 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

20.squad(n) 球隊 Web Corpus 

21.rank(v) 排名 Web Corpus 

22.postseason(n) 季後賽 Web Corpus 

23.offseason(n) 休賽期 Web Corpus 

24.first-round(n) 第一輪(季後賽，選秀) Web Corpus 

25.land(v) 招攬球員 Web Corpus 

26.semifinal(n) 準決賽 Web Corpus 

27.extension(n) 延長合約 Web Corpus 

28.lottery(n) 樂透選秀 Web Corpus 

29.reigning(adj) 本年度的 Web Corpus 

30.remainder(n) 剩餘的球季或比賽 Web Corpus 

31.clinch(v) 緊抓(聯盟排名) Web Corpus 

32.waive(v) 裁撤(教練，球員) Web Corpus 
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Category: Game  

(97 words) 

Chinese Translation Source 

1.game(n) 比賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.play(v) 在比賽中上場 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.win(v) 贏得比賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.lose(v) 輸掉比賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.lead(v) 領先 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

6.score(v) 得分 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

7.minutes(n) 上場時間，分鐘數 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

8.half(n) 半場(上,下) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

9.quarter(n) 節(一, 二, 三, 四) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

10.end(n) 端(進攻, 防守) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

11.victory(n) 勝利 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

12.loss(n) 敗仗 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

13.offense(n) 進攻 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

14.defense(n) 防守 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

15.defensive(adj) 防守上的 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

16.offensive(adj) 進攻上的 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

17.beat(v) 擊敗 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

18.close(adj) 比分差距小的 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

19.face(v) 對上(某隊) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

20.streak(n) 連續的勝場或敗場 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

21.consecutive(adj) 連續的(比賽，勝敗場) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

22.call(v) 吹判(犯規) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

23.break(n) 中場休息 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

24.overtime(n) 延長賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

25.cut(n) 切入籃下 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

26.tie(v) 追平比分 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

27.competition(n) 競爭 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

28.deficit(n) 落後 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

29.physical(adj) 充滿身體對抗性的 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

30.possession(n) 球權 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

31.driving(adj) 切入籃下的(動作) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

32.press(v) 壓迫對手 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

33.push(v) 推人，加速節奏 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

34.dominate(v) 掌控(比賽,禁區) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

35.transition(n) 攻守轉換 Web Corpus, Fast Break 
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36.comeback(n) 逆轉勝 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

37.extend(v) 擴大(領先,比分差距) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

38.clutch(n) 比賽關鍵時刻 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

39.timeout(n) 暫停 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

40.basket(n) 進球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

41.bucket(n) 進球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

42.protect(v) 保護禁區 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

43.penalty(n) 犯規加罰 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

44.eliminate(v) 擊敗某隊 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

45.seal(v) 鞏固勝利 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

46.violation(n) 違例 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

47.adjustment(n) 調整(陣容,戰術) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

48.look(n) 傳球的視野 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

49.control(v) 掌控(禁區,比賽節奏) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

50.strategy(n) 策略(進攻,防守) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

51.run(n) 一波比分差距大的攻勢 Web Corpus 

52.match(n) 對戰 Web Corpus 

53.stretch(n) 比分接近，膠著的過程 Web Corpus 

54.halftime(n) 中場 Web Corpus 

55.defeat(v) 打敗 Web Corpus 

56.squad(n) 球隊 Web Corpus 

57.pace(n) 比賽的節奏 Web Corpus 

58.edge(n) 比分差距 Web Corpus 

59.trail(v) 落後 Web Corpus 

60.opener(n) 開幕戰 Web Corpus 

61.travel(v) 走步 Web Corpus 

62.outscore(v) 得分超過對手 Web Corpus 

63.sit(v) 讓某位球員下場坐板凳 Web Corpus 

64.screen(n) 掩護戰術 Web Corpus 

65.rally(n) 比分接近的拉鋸戰 Web Corpus 

66.suspend(v)  禁賽 Web Corpus 

67.momentum(n) 比賽的氣勢 Web Corpus 

68.outrebound(v) 籃板球數量超過對手 Web Corpus 

69.sweep(n) 橫掃(以全勝之姿結束系

列賽) 

Web Corpus 

70.snap(v) 終結連敗 Web Corpus 

71.traffic(n) 有許多防守球員阻擋在 Web Corpus 
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前，沒有空檔的情況 

72.counter(v) 反制對手 Web Corpus 

73.charity(n) 罰球 Web Corpus 

74.highlight(n) 比賽精華 Web Corpus 

75.ride(v) 依靠 Web Corpus 

76.kill(v) 痛宰對手 Web Corpus 

77.blow(v) 白白浪費掉 Web Corpus 

78.blowout(n) 比分差距大的贏球或輸

球 

Web Corpus 

79.flow(n) 比賽的節奏 Web Corpus 

80.workout(n) 球隊練習 Web Corpus 

81.rout(v) 擊敗 Web Corpus 

82.surge(v) 大幅度比分上升 Web Corpus 

83.trip(n) 上罰球線 Web Corpus 

84.storm(v) 造成麻煩，肆虐 Web Corpus 

85.visit(v) 在客場對上某隊 Web Corpus 

86.intense(adj) 高強度的 Web Corpus 

87.smooth(adj) 流暢的(進攻，投籃) Web Corpus 

88.escape(v) 僥倖贏球 Web Corpus 

89.drama(n) 球賽的不確定性 Web Corpus 

90.contain(v) 包夾防守 Web Corpus 

91.beauty(n) 完美呈現(球隊，球賽) Web Corpus 

92.settle(v) 設定好(陣容輪替，進攻

方式) 

Web Corpus 

93.fit(v) 適合，融入某球隊的體系 Web Corpus 

94.dominance(n) 宰制 Web Corpus 

95.lift(v) 帶領球隊贏球 Web Corpus 

96.wrap(v) 結束比賽 Web Corpus 

97.shootout(n) 投籃大賽 Web Corpus 
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Category: People 

(63 words) 

Chinese Translation Source 

1.coach(n) 教練 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.player(n) 球員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.guard(n) 後衛 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.forward(n) 前鋒 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.center(n) 中鋒 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

6.career(n) 職業生涯 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

7.position(n) 球員位置(後衛,前鋒等) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

8.fan(n) 球迷 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

9.bench(n) 板凳球員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

10.injury(n) 受傷 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

11.performance(n) 球員場上表現 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

12.roster(n) 陣容名單 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

13.rookie(n) 第一年進聯盟的菜鳥 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

14.scorer(n) 球隊中的得分手 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

15.winner(n) 贏球者 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

16.opponent(n) 對手 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

17.official(n) 裁判 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

18.defender(n) 防守者 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

19.shooter(n) 射手 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

20.star(n) 球星 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

21.starter(n) 先發球員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

22.debut(n) 球員初登場 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

23.teammate(n) 隊員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

24.rebounder(n) 搶籃板球員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

25.referee(n) 裁判 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

26.trainer(n) 訓練員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

27.pick(n) 選秀中被選中的球員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

28.duo(n) 雙人組 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

29.rebuild(v) 球隊陣容重組 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

30.lineup(n) 陣容 Web Corpus 

31.freshman(n) 菜鳥 Web Corpus 

32.athletic(adj) 運動能力強的 Web Corpus 

33.veteran(n) 老將 Web Corpus 

34.hot(adj) 手感火燙 Web Corpus 

35.sophomore(n) 聯盟二年級生 Web Corpus 
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36.rotation(n) 陣容輪替 Web Corpus 

37.presence(n) 在場上 Web Corpus 

38.backup(n) 替補 Web Corpus 

39.aggressive(adj) 進攻端具有侵略性的 Web Corpus 

40.absence(n) 沒上場 Web Corpus 

41.swingman(n) 搖擺人(可以打多個位置

的球員) 

Web Corpus 

42.click(v) 手感，狀況良好 Web Corpus 

43.cast(n) 球隊陣容 Web Corpus 

44.crew(n) 球隊全體工作人員 Web Corpus 

45.contender(n) 競爭者 Web Corpus 

46.judge(n) 裁判 Web Corpus 

47.scout(n) 球探 Web Corpus 

48.passer(n) 傳球者 Web Corpus 

49.chemistry(n) 默契 Web Corpus 

50.gun(n) 射手 Web Corpus 

51.sore(adj) 身體部位痠痛 Web Corpus 

52.dynamic(adj) 精力旺盛的 Web Corpus 

53.interim(adj) 暫時替代的(教練，球員) Web Corpus 

54.stellar(adj) 巨星般的 Web Corpus 

55.combo(n) 有雙重特質的(球員) Web Corpus 

56.explosive(adj) 進攻上有爆發力的 Web Corpus 

57.pure(adj) 純粹的(射手，防守者) Web Corpus 

58.accurate(adj) 精準的(投籃，射手) Web Corpus 

59.underdog(n) 能力受低估的球員 Web Corpus 

60.playmaker(n) 製造進攻機會者 Web Corpus 

61.breakout(n) 突破(球員能力) Web Corpus 

62.peak(n) 球員巔峰時期 Web Corpus 

63.upgrade(v) 提升陣容強度 Web Corpus 
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Category: Court 

(30 words) 

Chinese Translation Source 

1.home(n) 主場 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.field(n) 場上 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.court(n) 場上 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.floor(n) 場上,空檔 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.key(n) 罰球區 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

6.lane(n) 罰球區 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

7.range(n) 射程 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

8.rim(n) 籃框 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

9.hoop(n) 籃框 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

10.interior(a) 內線的 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

11.elbow(n) 罰球線兩端彎曲的角落 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

12.sideline(n) 邊線 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

13.post(n) 罰球線到籃框的區域 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

14.line(n) 罰球線 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

15.bound(n) 邊界 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

16.coast(n) 底線 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

17.wing(n) 側翼 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

18.deep(n) 三分線外 Web Corpus 

19.paint(n) 禁區 Web Corpus 

20.space(n) 空檔 Web Corpus 

21.arc(n) 三分線 Web Corpus 

22.perimeter(n) 三分線 Web Corpus 

23.corner(n) 三分線的底角 Web Corpus 

24.buzzer(n) 蜂鳴倒數計時器 Web Corpus 

25.distance(n) 三分線外 Web Corpus 

26.frontcourt(n) 前場 Web Corpus 

27.downtown(n) 三分線外 Web Corpus 

28.logo(n) 球隊標誌 Web Corpus 

29.baseline(n) 底線 Web Corpus 

30.stripe(n) 罰球線 Web Corpus 
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Category: Movement 

(65 words) 

Chinese Translation Source 

1.hit(v) 投進 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.miss(v) 沒投進 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.move(n) 動作 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.tough(adj) 高難度的(動作,投籃) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.pass(v) 傳球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

6.foul(v) 向對手犯規 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

7.drop(v) 投進 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

8.grab(v) 抓取籃板 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

9.jumper(n) 跳投 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

10.force(v) 逼迫對手失誤 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

11.layup(n) 上籃 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

12.drive(v) 切入籃下 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

13.dunk(v) 灌籃 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

14.slam(v) 灌籃 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

15.block(v) 蓋火鍋 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

16.commit(v) 犯(規),發生(失誤) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

17.fire(v) 射籃 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

18.draw(v) 引起對方犯規 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

19.skilled(adj) 有技巧的 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

20.fake(adj) 假動作的 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

21.hook(n) 勾射 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

22.reverse(adj) 反手的(灌籃,上籃) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

23.weapon(n) 特殊技巧 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

24.spin(v) 轉身 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

25.release(v) 投籃出手 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

26.technique(n) 姿勢技巧 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

27.convert(v) 進球得分 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

28.dribble 運球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

29.replace 取代另一位球員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

30.bank 擦板 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

31.struggle 掙扎,狀況低迷 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

32.create(v) 製造投籃機會 Web Corpus 

33.earn(v) 贏得勝利，獎項 Web Corpus 

34.contribute(v) 貢獻(得分，籃板，助攻) Web Corpus 

35.respond(v) 回敬(兩分球，三分球) Web Corpus 
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36.chip(v) 贊助(分數，助攻，籃板) Web Corpus 

37.secure(v) 鞏固(籃板球) Web Corpus 

38.catch(v) 接球 Web Corpus 

39.answer(v) 回敬(兩分球，三分球) Web Corpus 

40.handle(v) 控球 Web Corpus 

41.connect(v) 成功進球 Web Corpus 

42.knock(v) 拍球 Web Corpus 

43.control(v) 宰制 Web Corpus 

44.deliver(v) 傳出助攻 Web Corpus 

45.tally(v) 得到(分數，籃板，助攻) Web Corpus 

46.nail(v) 成功進球 Web Corpus 

47.launch(v) 投籃 Web Corpus 

48.net(v) 得到分數 Web Corpus 

49.collect(v) 得到(分數，籃板，助攻) Web Corpus 

50.soft(adj) 手感靈巧的 Web Corpus 

51.notch(v) 得到新紀錄 Web Corpus 

52.hang(v) 在空中滯留 Web Corpus 

53.dish(v) 傳出助攻 Web Corpus 

54.rhythm(n) 手感 Web Corpus 

55.deny(v) 阻攻 Web Corpus 

56.sweet(adj) 巧妙的(傳球或投籃) Web Corpus 

57.muscle(v) 奮力一搏 Web Corpus 

58.spark(v) 帶領 Web Corpus 

59.battle(v) 激烈競爭 Web Corpus 

60.sink(v) 投進 Web Corpus 

61.fuel(v) 激發 Web Corpus 

62.runner(n) 騎馬射箭(籃球技巧) Web Corpus 

63.strike(v) 投進 Web Corpus 

64.stroke(n) 投籃手感 Web Corpus 

65.clinic(n) 大顯身手(投籃) Web Corpus 
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Category: Stat (23 words) Chinese Translation Source 

1.point(n) 分數 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.rebound(n) 籃板 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.three(n) 三分球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.assist(n) 助攻 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.record(n) 紀錄 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

6.shot(n) 投籃出手 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

7.average(adj) 平均的(得分,助攻等) Web Corpus, Fast Break 

8.steal(n) 抄截 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

9.turnover(n) 失誤 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

10.block(n) 阻攻,火鍋 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

11.stats(n) 數據 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

12.attempt(n) 出手嘗試 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

13.charge(n) 撞人犯規 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

14.count(v) 進球算分 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

15.department(n) 方面(得分，籃板等) Web Corpus 

16.season-high(n) 單季最高 Web Corpus 

17.feed(v) 傳球助攻 Web Corpus 

18.team-high(n) 球隊最高 Web Corpus 

19.glass(n) 籃板 Web Corpus 

20.scoreless(adj) 沒有得分的 Web Corpus 

21.shy(adj) 離目標紀錄只差… Web Corpus 

22.clip(n) 紀錄 Web Corpus 

23.atop(prep) 排名位於頂端 Web Corpus 
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Appendix C. Basketball English Phrase List (147 phrases in total) 

2 gram (64 items) Chinese Translation Source 

1.point guard 控球後衛 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.shooting guard 得分後衛 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.power forward  大前鋒 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.small forward 小前鋒 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.free throw 罰球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

6.regular season 例行賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

7.winning streak 連勝 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

8.Western Conference 西區 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

9.Eastern Conference 東區 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

10.field goal 投籃命中 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

11.all-star game 全明星賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

12.conference final 分區冠軍賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

13.the clock 進攻計時器 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

14.blocked shot 遭封阻的投籃 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

15.for three 投三分球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

16.offensive rebound 進攻籃板球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

17.defensive rebound 防守籃板球 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

18.jump shot 跳投 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

19.foul line 罰球線 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

20.the floor 場上 Web Corpus 

21.head coach 總教練 Web Corpus 

22.finish with 最後得到(分數或紀錄) Web Corpus 

23.the lead 領先 Web Corpus 

24.double figures 雙位數 Web Corpus 

25.the line 罰球線 Web Corpus 

26.free agent 自由球員 Web Corpus 

27.play against 比賽對上 Web Corpus 

28.chip in 貢獻(分數，籃板等) Web Corpus 

29.big man 長人 Web Corpus 

30.step up 跳出來幫助球隊 Web Corpus 

31.top scorer 頂尖得分者 Web Corpus 

32.come off 從…再出發 Web Corpus 

33.second round 第二輪(選秀，季後賽) Web Corpus 

34.straight game 連續的比賽 Web Corpus 

35.the hosts  主場球隊及球員 Web Corpus 
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36.losing streak 連敗 Web Corpus 

37.locker room 球員更衣室 Web Corpus 

38.put up 得到(分數，籃板等) Web Corpus 

39.take on 對上 Web Corpus 

40.first team 聯盟第一隊 Web Corpus 

41.come back 逆轉勝 Web Corpus 

42.the bottom 排名墊底的位置 Web Corpus 

43.assistant coach 助理教練 Web Corpus 

44.come up 在比賽中跳出來表現 Web Corpus 

45.road game 客場比賽 Web Corpus 

46.for two 投進兩分球 Web Corpus 

47.leading scorer 主要得分球員 Web Corpus 

48.check out 下場 Web Corpus 

49.tough game 硬仗 Web Corpus 

50.come out 積極站出來面對 Web Corpus 

51.take over 接管並掌控比賽 Web Corpus 

52.home game  主場比賽 Web Corpus 

53.home court 主場 Web Corpus 

54.put together 組織球隊，拿出好表現 Web Corpus 

55.average score 平均得分 Web Corpus 

56.put in  拿出(好表現) Web Corpus 

57.both ends 進攻擊防守端 Web Corpus 

58.the table 球隊整體狀況 Web Corpus 

59.foul trouble 犯規麻煩 Web Corpus 

60.coaching staff 教練團隊 Web Corpus 

61.playoff series 季後系列賽 Web Corpus 

62.three-point range 三分線外距離 Web Corpus 

63.the deficit 比分差距 Web Corpus 

64.in transition 在攻守轉換的時候 Web Corpus 
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3 grams(54 items) Chinese Translation Source 

1.the first round 第一輪季後賽 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.Hall of Fame 籃球名人堂 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.to the basket 切入籃下 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.to the hoop 切入籃下 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.out of bounds 出界 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

6.1.the second half 下半場 Web Corpus 

7.from the field 場上投籃命中率 Web Corpus 

8.the first half 上半場 Web Corpus 

9.on the road 在客場的 Web Corpus 

10.the fourth quarter 第四節 Web Corpus 

11.the third quarter 第三節 Web Corpus 

12.points per game 每場平均得分 Web Corpus 

13.the first quarter 第一節 Web Corpus 

14.the second quarter 第二節 Web Corpus 

15.in the paint 在禁區 Web Corpus 

16.from the floor 場上投藍命中率 Web Corpus 

17.down the stretch 比賽競爭激烈的時候 Web Corpus 

18.free throw line 罰球線 Web Corpus 

19.rebounds per game 平均每場籃板球 Web Corpus 

20.the defensive end 防守方面 Web Corpus 

21.beyond the arc 在三分線後 Web Corpus 

22.minutes per game 平均每場上場時間 Web Corpus 

23.assists per game 平均每場助攻 Web Corpus 

24.field goal percentage 投籃命中率 Web Corpus 

25.en route to 前往…的路上 Web Corpus 

26.at the half 在中場時 Web Corpus 

27.take a lead 取得領先 Web Corpus 

28.from three-point range 在三分線後的距離 Web Corpus 

29.at the buzzer 每一節或比賽結束時，蜂

鳴器響起的瞬間 

Web Corpus 

30.off the court 在場下 Web Corpus 

31.from the line 在罰球線上 Web Corpus 

32.behind the arc 在三分線後 Web Corpus 

33.on both ends 在攻守兩端 Web Corpus 

34.tie the game 追平比分 Web Corpus 

35.the All-Star break 全明星周末 Web Corpus 
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36.play at home 在主場比賽 Web Corpus 

37.on the boards 在籃板方面 Web Corpus 

38.to the rim 往籃框 Web Corpus 

39.cut the lead 縮小領先 Web Corpus 

40.make the playoffs 晉級季後賽 Web Corpus 

41.at the rim 在籃框 Web Corpus 

42.hall of famer 名人堂球員 Web Corpus 

43.off the dribble 運球收球之後 Web Corpus 

44.in the lane 在罰球區 Web Corpus 

45.on the glass 在籃板方面 Web Corpus 

46.back and forth 有來有往(比分互相超前) Web Corpus 

47.cut the deficit 縮小比分差 Web Corpus 

48.finish the game 結束比賽 Web Corpus 

49.the NBA Draft NBA 選秀 Web Corpus 

50.field goal attempts 投籃出手次數 Web Corpus 

51.the starting five 先發五人 Web Corpus 

52.from long range 從三分線外的距離 Web Corpus 

53.starting point guard 先發控球後衛 Web Corpus 

54.the offensive glass 進攻籃板 Web Corpus 
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4 grams(29 items) Chinese Translation Source 

1.player of the year 年度最佳球員 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

2.rookie of the year 年度最佳新秀 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

3.coach of the year 年度最佳教練 Web Corpus, Fast Break 

4.top of the key 罰球圈跟三分線之間的

區域 

Web Corpus, Fast Break 

5.score in double figures 得分到達雙位數 Web Corpus 

6.player of the week 本周最佳球員 Web Corpus 

7.shooting from the field 場上投籃命中 Web Corpus 

8.from beyond the arc 從三分線後 Web Corpus 

9.on the defensive end 在防守端上 Web Corpus 

10.points in the paint 在禁區得分 Web Corpus 

11.basketball hall of fame 籃球名人堂 Web Corpus 

12.points off the bench 板凳球員總得分 Web Corpus 

13.from behind the arc 在三分線後 Web Corpus 

14.on the offensive end 在進攻端方面 Web Corpus 

15.come off the bench 從板凳出發 Web Corpus 

16.play on the road 在客場比賽 Web Corpus 

17.victory in a row 連續的勝利 Web Corpus 

18.basketball scouts and 

journalists 

籃球球探及記者 Web Corpus 

19.from the foul line 從罰球線上 Web Corpus 

20.turn the ball over 失誤 Web Corpus 

21.the Eastern Conference 

Final 

東區冠軍賽 Web Corpus 

22.the Western 

Conference Final 

西區冠軍賽 Web Corpus 

23.to lead the charge 帶頭衝鋒 Web Corpus 

24.from the charity stripe 從罰球線上 Web Corpus 

25.player in double 

figures 

得分上雙位數的球員 Web Corpus 

26.on the offensive glass 在進攻籃板方面 Web Corpus 

27.on the defensive glass 在防守籃板方面 Web Corpus 

28.minutes off the bench 板凳球員的上場時間 Web Corpus 

29.an unrestricted free 

agent 

不受限自由球員 Web Corpus 

 

 


